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"To Stop Captain Merry"l
SPANISH EFFORTS TO INTERCEPT LEWIS AND CLARK

John L. Kessell

A

lthough long a widower and reportedly somewhat slovenly in his dress,
the august and learned third president of the United States bespoke

confidence. This late fall day in 1802, Thomas Jefferson had invited Spain's
minister to the United States, the marques de Casa Yrujo (who previously
had found Jefferson a cook), to the President's House at Washington. The
two men sparred amiably. Then, with feigned nonchalance, Jefferson asked
his guest a question. Would his majesty Ki;lg Carlos take offense if the United
States sent a small caravan of travelers to explore the course of the Missouri
River with "no other view than the advancement of the geography?"
Yes, as a matter of fact, he would, replied the marques. But why on earth,
Jefferson wanted to know. The Spaniard did not flinch. He lectured the
president about the folly of searching further for the fabled Northwest Passage "sought with so much anxiety by the most famous navigators of all the
nations in the last two centuries." Later, reporting the exchange to Madrid,
Casa Yrujo confided, "The President has been all his life a man of letters,
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very speculative and a lover of glory, and it would be possible he might
attempt to perpetuate the fame of his administration ... by discovering .. ,
the way by which the Americans may some day extend their population and
their influence up to the coasts of the South Sea [the Pacific]," Jefferson
had not mentioned that he and his private secretary, Meriwether Lewis,
anticipating a congressional appropriation, had already calculated the costs
of such an expedition. z
For at least twenty years, Thomas Jefferson had visualized a route, by
divine providence a waterway, across western North America to the Pacific.
But European affairs seemed always to intrude. Most recently, in 1801, Napoleon had quietly bullied Spain into ceding Louisiana back to France.
The rumors alarmed Jefferson, The United States wanted the vast, unmapped
territory to reside in Spain's relatively weak domain, rather than pass to
France, or be wrested away by Great Britain, In the vague hope that the
United States might buy at least New Orleans, the president dispatched
James Monroe to Paris. He then sent a confidential request to Congress,
justifying Captain Lewis's mission in commercial terms, Jefferson also managed to obtain passports from the British and French ministers, but not from
the marques de Casa Yrujo. To Lewis the president told a half-truth: all
three governments had been duly informed of his expedition and "such
assurances given them as to it's objects, as we trust will satisfy them,"3
With jarring clairvoyance, Spaniards had anticipated Jefferson. Fully fifteen years earlier, in 1788, the viceroy of New Spain, Manuel Antonio Flores,
foresaw Lewis and Clark. The Americans, he believed, already lusted for a
port on the Pacific, To make that happen, the United States, in Flores's
words, would "try to sustain it [the port] by crossing the immense land of
this continent above our possessions of Texas, New Mexico, and the
Californias, . , and, in truth, it [the United States] would obtain the richest
trade of Great China and India if it were to succeed in establishing a colony
on the west coasts of America."4
When weather, yellow fever, and slave revolts in the Caribbean dashed
Napoleon's dream of restoring French dominion in North America, he offered suddenly to sell not only New Orleans but all of Louisiana, lower and
upper, extending north beyond St. Louis and westward from the Mississippi
to who knew how far. Jefferson leapt at the chance, Before Lewis departed
Washington in midsummer 1803, he knew of the startling deal. The Spanish governor at St. Louis wanted confirmation. Until word arrived from New
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Orleans, he advised Lewis and party to remain on the American side of the
Mississippi.

In early October 18°3, an overly anxious Lewis had written Jefferson about
a harebrained plan that must have shaken the president's confidence in his
young protege. Instead of wasting time in camp on the Mississippi, Lewis
reckoned he would "make a tour this winter on horseback of some hundred
miles through the most interesting portion of the country adjoining my winter
establishment; perhaps it may be up the Canceze [Kansas] River and towards Santafee." He only wanted to help. He thought an eye-opening preview of western lands might silence congressional opponents of the
expedition. Not until January 1804 did Lewis receive Jefferson's stern veto.
"The object of your mission," the president scolded his captain, "is single,
the direct water communication from sea to sea formed by the bed of tEe
Missouri & perhaps the Oregon."5
The Missouri River, or Big Muddy, twenty-four hundred miles long,
courses a greater distance than the Mississippi, into which it flows just above
St. Louis. Only partially traced on maps ofJefferson's time, the river emerged
out of the blank reaches of the northern Great Plains. Today, one can follow
its bold sweep upriver west across Missouri, then northwest to clip Kansas,
form the Nebraska-Iowa boundary, cut South Dakota in two, define a quarter of North Dakota, and finally straighten out west again across Montana
to the base of the Rocky Mountains, about which Lewis and Clark had'not
a clue. The American president wished to know what marvels of nature lay
along the river's vast drainage and beyond. Spanish claims be damned.
Already in 18°4, a spy at New Orleans not only confirmed to Spanish
authorities what Jefferson was up to, but also suggested what they should do
about it. James Wilkinson, commanding U.S. general in the West, who at
the same time collected pay from Spain as secret Agent 13, admonished the
Spaniards that "An express ought immediately to be sent to the governor of
Santa Fe, and another to the captain-general ofChihuaga [Chihuahua], in
order that they may detach a sufficient body of chasseurs [light cavalry] to
intercept Captain Lewis and his party, who are on the Missouri River, and
force them to retire or take them prisoners."6

****
Within the mud-built walls of Santa Fe's Palace of the Governors-some two
thousand miles west and a little south of the Americans' as yet unloved capital
on the Potomac-don Fernando de Chacon, Spain's ailing governor of New
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Mexico, pondered his response. The dispatch from Com. Gen. Nemesio
Salcedo, dated 3 May 18°4, in Chihuahua, enclosed an urgent warning from
New Orleans. Spain's agent for the transfer of Louisiana had events backward. He believed, incorrectly, that Jefferson had hastily planned Captain
Lewis's trespass only after the U.S. purchase of Louisiana. "This step," he
advised, "on the part of the United States at the same time that it took possession of the province of Louisiana; its haste to instruct itself and to explore
the course of the Missouri whose origin they claim belongs to them, extending their designs as far as the South Sea [Pacific], forces us necessarily
to become active and hasten ... to cut off the gigantic steps of our neighbors
... to arrest Captain Merry Weather and his party, which cannot help but
pass through the [Native] nations neighboring New Mexico, its presidios or
rancherfas."7

Distance and poor judgment favored Lewis. Commandant General
Salcedo, an intense, middle-sized man of stern countenance, knew he would
be blamed. Salcedo's domain, the thinly inhabited Eastern Internal Provinces, sprawled from the Gulf of Mexico to the Rocky Mountains, four times
bigger than present-day Texas. First, he reprimanded the New Orleans agent,
who should never have sent his warning cross-country to Chihuahua. Conveying the me'ssage through Havana to Vera Cruz by sea and north by courier on the Camino Real would have been faster. Refusing to reshuffle
priorities, the commandant general next ordered New Mexico's governor to
carryon his military operations against warring Navajos.
As for "Captain Merry," Salcedo wanted Chacon to arrange with
Comanche and other Indian allies for a Spanish party to reconnoiter eastward as far as the Missouri's near bank. The Indians would be well compensated for any useful information they provided. If veteran scout Pedro Vial
would care to join the enterprise and keep a diary, so much the better. In
sum, wrote Salcedo, "Nothing would
be more useful than the apprehension
of Merry, and even though I realize it
is not an easy undertaking, chance
might proportion things in such a way
that it might be successful."
Now time and chance conspired.
Governor Chacon decided on a gambit. He would wait and see what
Indians friendly to Spain had to

SIGNATURE OF
FERNANDO DE
CHACON
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say, which took the rest of May and all of June and July 1804. If he learned
nothing that way, which evidently he did not, then he would organize a
reconnaissance as far as the Missouri. So as not to arouse Lewis's suspicions,
the Spanish party would set out under guise of searching for a fabled hill of
gold in Comanche country.9
A few years earlier, Salcedo's predecessor as commandant general had
disapproved of certain footloose, unattached frontiersmen who kept company with Indians, "since," in his words, "this class of wandering men love
greatly the opportunity that facilitates their living among the barbarians in
order to give free rein to their passions."10 European morality aside, these
were the very men Spain relied on to gather information about or confront
Jefferson's Corps of Discovery. For that matter, Lewis and Clark's voyageurs
fit the same mold. Pedro Vial, a Frenchman by birth, and thus always suspect in Spanish eyes, knew the Native peoples and trails of middle North
America better than any man alive. His junior partner in the search for
Merry possessed another valuable if rusty skill. He spoke English. Jose Jarvet
had shed among Indians his Philadelphia Presbyterian upbringing and surname (perhaps Harvey) and boasted at least one Pawnee son.
Trailing north from Santa Fe, Vial, Jarvet, and soldiers from the local
garrison, or presidio, added militiamen and Pueblo Indians at Taos until
their party numbered fifty-two, almost precisely the size of Lewis's company
at the time. It was early August 1804. Ten weeks prior, on 21 May, Lewis, his
trusted co-commander Lt. William Clark, and a dozen soldiers, along with
assorted hunters, boatmen, and interpreters, had pushed offfrom St. Charles
near the mouth of the Missouri in a custom-built, cumbersome, fifty-fivefoot keel boat and two pirogues.
No one worried much about Spaniards. On 3 August, Clark noted in his
journal what an interpreter had told him, "that it will take a man 25 Days to
go to St. a fee [Santa Fe] pass, the heads of Arkansas, round the Kansas head,
across Some mountains from the top of which the City may be Seen." Spaniards had invited Indians from the Missouri to trade with them, and some
Frenchmen and a few Pawnees had gone to Santa Fe that summerY Rowing,
poling, hauling, and occasionally sailing against the mighty Missouri's fivemile-an-hour current, the Americans had ascended well beyond the entry of
the Platte River. They had covered over seven hundred miles.
The New Mexicans moved faster. On land they struck northeast, river
hopping from the Purgatoire to the Arkansas to the Rio Chato, or Platte.
The first week in September, Pawnees feted them at a village in today's
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south-central Nebraska, seven hundred miles from Santa Fe. There, Vial conversed with "about twenty Frenchmen" who verified that Americans had taken
possession of Louisiana. Traders in American employ, loaded with gifts for
the Indians of the upper Missouri, had passed by. Worse, these interlopers
were urging chiefs to surrender Spanish peace medals and all other ties with
Spain. "I have charged the aforementioned chiefs of the country," wrote Vial
in his diary, "not to give up the medals or patents, telling them they still do
not know the Americans but in the future they will."l2
Had the Frenchmen's intelligence been clearer to Vial, he and his men
might have spurred north for two days and overtaken the waterborne Captain Lewis. Instead, while Vial addressed Pawnee and Oto principal men
gathered in a council house on 15 September 1804, Lewis, perhaps 150 miles
away, marveled at the fleetness of the white-tailed jackrabbit, a new species
to him, whose leaps he measured the day before at twenty-one feet. A few
days later, farther up the Missouri, Clark noted that Indians displayed the
"Flags of Spane & the one we gave them yesterday." Vial, in the name of
Governor Chacon, presented the Pawnee head chief a Spanish uniform
with long coat and three-cornered hat, but he learned nothing to confirm
the presence of Lewis and Clark. To cement further relations with the Pawnees, who had refused American medals and flags, Vial and Jarvet escorted
another chief and eleven of his men back to Santa Fe, where all arrived on
5 November. Chacon forthwith presented the Pawnee leader with "gifts of
clothing, a horse, rifle, powder, bullets, and a medal bearing the royal bust."13
Meanwhile, in Spain, Jefferson's emissary James Monroe offended the
Spanish court. He proposed as the western boundary of Louisiana the Rio
Grande all the way to its source in present-day southern Colorado. If Spanish ministers studied an available, up-to-date 1802 map of North America,
they would have recognized that Monroe's "ambitious and exorbitant" claim
would place New Mexico's capital in American territory. The resulting royal
order set off a second probe for Lewis and Clark.
A younger man would take responsibility. In late March 1805, Fernando
de Chacon surrendered the governorship of New Mexico to no-nonsense
Lt. Col. Joaquin del Real Alencaster. The new governor, attempting to rein
in semi-legal intercourse of New Mexicans with surrounding heathen Indians, barely averted a rebellion. At the same time, he planned the next sally
"to acquire news and knowledge ofthe state of Captain Merri's expedition."14
In mid-August 1805, Joseph Whitehouse with Lewis and Clark in presentday Beaverhead County, Montana, understood Shoshones to say that Span-
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iards had a settlement only eight days south, "but that they have very little
trade with them." Yet the men noticed horses with Spanish brands, mules
obtained from Spaniards, a Spanish bridle, and "sundry other articles." The
Indians informed Lewis, who had spent the day smoking with them, "that
they could pass to the Spaniards by way of the yellowstone river in 10 days."
They were not friends, however, since Spaniards forbade them to have guns
or ammunition. 15
Whatever the distance, real or imagined, Commandant General Salcedo's
mistaken geographical notion that the Missouri bent menacingly southward
toward New Mexico lent urgency to his instructions. Governor Real
Alencaster must make every effort to cement relations with the Pawnees
and other Indian nations, inviting their chiefs every year to Santa Fe for gifts
and imbuing them with "a horror" of Englishmen and Americans. Thus,
reasoned Salcedo, "when Captain Merri's expedition returns ... they will
intercept it, apprehending its members," and thereby eliminate the need
to station Spanish troops on the Missouri. The Indians should be encour~
aged, atthe very least, to take from the Americans any strong boxes and
papers they might be carrying. That vision would have sent shudders down
Jefferson's spine.
Despite Real Alencaster's detailed instructions, the second Vial-Jarvet
parry came to sudden grief. About one hundred strong, the New Mexicans
had camped on 5 November 18°5, near the junction of the Purgatoire and
Arkansas rivers in southeastern Colorado. Accompanying them were several foreigners, including trappers Baptiste LaLande and Laurent Durocher
and American carpenter James Purcell, whom the governor had dispatched
to St. Charles to spy on Americans. Signs were everywhere of numerous
unidentified Indians. Vial put the camp on alert.
At midnight on the sixth, the unknown assailants attacked, using firearms, not bows, and yelling in a language no one recognized. They went
straight for the New Mexicans' horses. While the defenders scattered in the
dark to recover their animals three different times, the attackers pillaged the
encampment, getting away with most of the supplies and gifts. After three
hours of fighting, "we rushed them," wrote Vial, "until they were thrown
into the river, shrieking, from which it is thought some harm was done
them." But they came again, on foot and on horseback. Fully dressed in
white, red; and blue with cloths tied on their heads, the unrecognized enemy harassed the retreating column for seven or eight miles, before finally
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breaking off and disappearing. Back in Santa Fe, Vial recommended a Spanish fort on the Arkansas, and Governor Real Alencaster saw in the aborted
mission the evil hand of the United States. 16
Half a continent to the northwest, on the very day the second Spanish
counter-expedition began its retreat from the junction of the Purgatoire and
Arkansas-7 November 1805-the fog was burning off over the lower Columbia River. As Lewis and Clark's men put full strength of their arms and
backs into paddling canoes that raced with the river's current, a distant sight
met their eyes. "Great joy ... we are in View of the Ocial1," proclaimed
William Clark. No matter that it was really the Columbia estuary; they had
spanned the Trans-Mississippi West. Despite the damp and tedious winter
that lay before them in camp near present-day Astoria, Oregon, and a return
who knew how, they had justified their president's faith. I?

****
Neither Jefferson nor Real Alencaster knew where Lewis and Clark were.
No one in the civilized world did. Spain's two bootless attempts to gain
intelligence about or an encounter with the outbound Americans did not,
however, discourage further efforts. To stop Captain Merry would demonstrate to the Indian nations of the Great Plains that Spaniards were capable
of policing the territories they claimed. Governor Real Alencaster, through
Vial, Jarvet, and others, reminded Indian leaders that Spaniards as allies did
not covet their lands, but Americans did. From Mexico City he ordered
better quality medals and silver-headed canes, "similar to the medals and
walking canes that the Americans have started to give them." The Kiowas,
for example, did not much like the Spanish medals they received. 'They
want large and better engraved ones.... and to regale them I need more
and finer things," the Spanish governor pleaded. I
He also asked for more troops, both to impress Spain's Native allies and
to punish hostile bands. Moreover, salaried interpreter-agents should be sent
out to live with the Pawnees and other nations of the plains. A Spanish fort
on the Arkansas, Pedro Vial's suggestion, also would help keep the Indians
within Spain's sphere of trade and influence. Finally, Governor Real
Alencaster himself stood ready to lead an expedition upon Salcedo's approval. Unwilling to wait for the commandant general's reply, Real Alencaster
sent Vial and Jarvet out again in April 1806, this time with three hundred
men. Most were poor militiamen from La Canada and Taos, just the sort
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who resented the governor's strict rule. Besides, it was time for planting.
Not far from home, they mutinied, deserting and streaming back to their
villages. Disgusted, Salcedo approved Real Alencaster's discipline of conducting every tenth deserter to Santa Fe for trial.\9
The same day the commandant general wrote from Chihuahua, 18 July

1806, the returning Captain Lewis and a small exploring party rode toward
the Marias River beside vast, lumbering herds of buffalo in present-day northern Montana. "The musquetoes," Lewis had complained three days earlier,
"continue to infest us in such manner that we can scarcely exist ... my dog
even howls with the torture he experiences from them."zo
Never were mosquitos that bad in Santa Fe. Still, there was enough to
complain about, especially through the eyes of a decorated, high-born Spanish career officer. They called this a capital? Most New Mexicans, so far as
he could determine, lived in squalor like savages. Yet Salcedo had finally
heeded Governor Real Alencaster's petitions, dispatching to Santa Fe in
April 1806 Lt. Facundo Melgares and sixty Spanish dragoons. Short and
thickly built, the thirty-year-old Melgares swaggered by nature. He had an
uncle on the high court of New Spain, and his father-in-law served as the
commandant general's adjutant 2 \
Melgares was present in May when the humiliated Pedro Vial and Jose
Jarvet appeared before the governor to report on their third failed mission.
Perhaps it was the Spanish lieutenant who suggested rounding up every tenth
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two appeared together about
town in the governor's carriage.

Billeting sixty dragoons in Santa Fe, with its population of just over five thousand, surely resulted in social excitement and endless fandangos. Always
the bon vivant, Melgares took the lead.
The lieutenant had brought with him a communique from Salcedo to
Governor Real Alencaster, along with relevant earlier correspondence copied at Chihuahua on 12 April 1806. The American president, unmoved by
formal protests from Spain, simply insisted on violating Spanish sovereignty
uncler the guise of scientific exploration. A letter of the previous July from
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the Spanish agent in New Orleans to the minister of state in Madrid lamented the unsuccessful efforts to halt the Missouri River exploration "under command of Captain Lewis Merry Whether, who already has made
several shipments of plants, rocks, fossils, skins, and other curiosities of natural
history, which are at present in possession of the Governor of this territory
[Louisiana] to be sent opportunely to the President with another lot of live
animals and birds that are to arrive within a few days."ll
Of more immediate concern, however, was Jefferson's Red River probe,
organized by William Dunbar and led by surveyor Thomas Freeman and
botanist Peter Custis. Entering from the Mississippi in present-day Louisiana,
they would travel up the Red, trending northwesterly along today's boundary
between Oklahoma and Texas, cross the latter's panhandle, and threaten New
Mexico. That, Salcedo argued, should not be permitted. Hence, Melgares's
expedition must first cross the plains to the southeast, descend the Red, and
with any luck arrest or turn back the Freeman-Custis party before proceeding
north to the Arkansas and from there to the Pawnees.
Earlier in 1806, Manuel Godoy, the power behind the throne in Madrid,
had reprimanded Salcedo regarding Lewis and Clark. The king wished to
know why he had not been kept informed of the expedition's progress. "Likewise," wrote Godoy, "His Majesty desires to know how the said expedition
has been permitted in territory of his domains, since it is well known that its
designs should cause suspicion even though disguised with the appearance
of being purely scientific."23
Melgares's impressive command-105 soldiers, dragoons and presidials;
400 New Mexican militiamen, and 100 Indian allies-would depart Santa
Fe on 15 June 1806. Vial and Jarvet, despite their recent disgrace, likely went
along as scouts. Lieutenant Melgares petitioned the governor to name
Franciscan missionary Jose Pereyro chaplain, proffering a mule to carry the
friar's religious paraphernalia and provisions. 24
Toward the end of July, another Spanish force operating out of Nacogdoches in east Texas did intercept and block Freeman and Custis, who had
ascended the Red River more than six hundred miles. The long column
from New Mexico, evidently pressed hard by Melgares, had already veered
north for the Arkansas River.
If we are to believe the subsequent account of Lt. Zebulon Montgomery
Pike, who was taken into Spanish custody the following year, Melgares had
faced clown a mutiny. Weakened by short rations and exhaustion, someone
dared question the Spanish lieutenant. Where was the expedition going?
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"To this he haughtily replied, 'wherever his horse led him.'" Presented a few
days later with a petition to return home, allegedly bearing the signatures or
marks of two hundred New Mexican militiamen, Melgares exploded. "He
halted immediately," wrote Pike, "and caused his dragoons to erect a gallows; then beat to arms. The troops fell in: he separated the petitioners from
the others, then took the man who had presented the petition, tied him up,
and gave him 50 lashes, and threatened to put to death, on the gallows
erected, any man who should dare to grumble. This effectually silenced
them. n25
Pike liked Lieutenant Melgares, a true royalist, gallant, gracious, and
generous to his own kind. As fellow officers, the two dined together in 18°7,
drank, and admired the comely women of New Mexico and Chihuahua,
conversing eagerly in a mix of French and Spanish. Although Melgares's
high style of travel offended Pike's Protestant sensibilities, the American
could not help marveling. The Spanish lieutenant's "mode of living, was
superior to any thing we have an idea of in our army; having eight mules
loaded with his common camp equipage,wines, confectionary, &C."26
In 1806, however, before he had met Lieutenant Melgares and become
his apologist, Pike had cast the Spaniard's summer expedition of that year in
a somewhat different light. About 1 August, Melgares had ordered more
than two hundred of his men to make camp on the Arkansas, evidently
because Indians had stolen their reserve horses and mules. The rest, with or
without Melgares, kept going, arriving late that month or early in September at the Pawnees' principal village on the south bank of the Republican
River in extreme south-central Nebraska.
At the same time, on the near bank
of the Missouri River, three hundred
miles to the east, a group of riders was
forming. Twenty-seven-year-old Lieutenant Pike commanded the company,
his "Dam'd set of Rascels." A protege of
double-dealing Gen. James Wilkinson,

ZEBULON MONTGOMERY PIKE

Painting by Charles Wilson Peale
(Courtesy Independence National
Historical Park)
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Pike had reconnoitered the upper Mississippi in 1805. Now, Wilkinson had
instructed him to convey some Osage and Pawnee Indians home, help make
peace between Kansas and Osages, perhaps contact Comanches, and explore the Arkansas and Red rivers-in short, do a bit of spying. 27
Pike arrived at the same Pawnee village three or four weeks after Melgares's
troops had left, reporting to U.S. secretary of war Henry Dearborn and to
Wilkinson that the Pawnees displayed both Spanish and American flags.
The Spanish commander, Pike told Dearborn, had remained on the Arkansas with the main body of his force. A lesser official, perhaps an ensign, had
presented the Pawnees with documents of alliance issued in Santa Fe on 15
June 1806 and signed by Real Alencaster. These, the Indians had shown to
Pike. "The chief further informed me, that the officer who commanded
said party, was too young to hold councils, &c .... but that in the spring his
superior would be here, and teach the Indians what was good for them."
The Indians, who estimated the Spanish force at three hundred, informed
Pike that the Spaniards had mustaches and whiskers, drums, and all the
weapons of regular infantry and cavalry. Addressing Wilkinson, Pike presumed that the general would "be struck with some surprize, to perceive
that so large a party of Spanish troops have been so lately in our territory."2
From the Pawnee village to where the Platte empties into the Missouri
is, by the crow's flight, just over 150 miles. Lewis and Clark, anxiously en
route home, had passed that place on 9 September 1806, likely while the
Pawnees still entertained Melgares's bearded Spaniards. The next day, the
returning Corps of Discovery learned from water-bound traders that Lieutenant Pike had set out from St. Louis to explore the Arkansas and Red
rivers. Pike later claimed that the Melgares expedition had wanted to press
on eastward, but the Pawnees had discouraged them.
As the tired and dispirited force from New Mexico retreated to Santa Fe,
Captain Lewis recognized an old army buddy on a boat headed up the
Missouri. John McClallen was full of a trading scheme to ascend the Platte,
strike overland for Santa Fe, and cash in on the gold and silver he imagined
awaited him there. Besides bluster, McClallen also made free with chocolate, whiskey, and news.
He told Lewis that Americans were worried. The president's Corps of
Discovery had been gone more than two years. In the words of member
John Ordway, "Mr. Mclanen informed us that the people in general in the
United States were concerned about lIS as they had heard that we were all
killed then again they heard that the Spanyards had

lIS

in the mines &C."29
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Despite the boisterous folks of St. Louis who swarmed the returning heroes, Lewis found time to write to President Jefferson later the same day, 23
September 1806. "It is with pleasure that I anounce to you the safe arrival of
myself and party at 12 Oclk. today at this place with our papers and baggage." Exhilarated, he poured forth a grand plan to harvest the inexhaustible beaver and otter furs of the upper Missouri and Columbia drainages
and ~hip them from the Columbia's mouth direct to Canton in China. That
would cut out the British, who were required by mercantile law to consign
their furs first to London then transship them around Africa to China. Spanish
objections to an American presence at the mouth of the Columbia seemed
not to concern Meriwether Lewis. 30
In Philadelphia, the marques de Casa Yrujo, still Spain's minister to the
United States, cursed news of the Americans' success. He reminded Madrid
of his warning three years earlier. Yet, not all was lost. The outrageous trespass
of Lewis and Clark on Spanish territory, Casa Yrujo believed, "will not immediately provide this government with any other advantages than the glory of
having accomplished it." Spain must defend the mouth of the Columbia and
"pluck the fruit from their discoveries," reserving for Spanish interests the
precious China trade. Portly King Carlos, whose court never could envision
the endless expanse of North America, chided those New World officials who
had failed to stop Captain Merry, adding, "and they are ordered anew to do so
if, as expected, the United States repeats the exploration."31
But the genie was out of the bottle. Thomas Jefferson already visualized
an American West stretching to the Pacific.
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Fernando de Valdes Llanos
ASTURIAN MERCHANT OF PARRAL,

1639-1651

Rick Hendricks and Gerald Mandell

Wherever the Asturian goes he takes Asturias with him; in distant
regions of the globe there are Asturians as Asturian as most Asturicl11s
and that, nevertheless, were not born in Asturias or ever saw it. They
are Asturians by relation or contagion, because an Asturian or group of
Asturians must have infused the spirit ofAsturias there. - Ram6n Perez
de Ayala

O

n the evening of 3 September 1648, a small gathering was held at the
home of Fernando de Valdes Llanos,l an Asturian merchant in the
mining town of San Jose del Parral, Nueva Vizcaya. Among those attending
were Julian de Valdes, Miguel de Noriega, Alonso Morales Garda, and fray
Luis de Medina, an Augustinian missionary.2 Julian de Valdes, born about
1626 in Gij6n, Asturias, was Fernando's nephew and mercantile assistant.
Noriega, a native of San Vicente de la Barquera in the Spanish province of
Santander, would later become New Mexico governor Bernardo Lopez de
Mendizabal's governmental secretary 3 At some point in the evening, for
reasons unknown, the host announced that he intended to whip his mulatto
slave, Francisco. Before he could be restrained, Francisco-age twenty-two
and a native of Caracas-dashed into a nearby room and emerged with a
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sword in each hand. A frightening spectacle ensued, during which the mulatto held the crowd at bay and attempted to stab those who drew near. Valdes
Llanos and his guests were horrified. Father Medina tried in vain to calm
Francisco. As luck would have it, Gen. Juan Fernandez de Carri6n, the

justicia mayor (deputy of the alcalde mayor) of Parral, arrived at the house
(possibly armed with two or more pistols) and quickly disarmed the slave.
Francisco was promptly taken to jail and charged with threatening his master with a weapon. After a three-week criminal proceeding, he was sentenced
to be sold, receive two hundred lashes in public, fined 150 pesos, and ordered to perform hard labor in one of Parral's ore mills. 4 The sentence the
justicia mayor imposed was beyond harsh. Pedro de Andrade, a Galician
who had committed a similar, but much bloodier, offense the same year in
Parral walked away from the proceeding with a modest fine.'
The violent melee that occurred in Valdes Llanos's home did little to
undermine his reputation, for virtually everyone in Nueva Vizcaya understood that he was no ordinary frontier merchant. Through enviable social
connections in Mexico City, a network of financial consultants, sound business decisions, a profitable playing card contract, and a favorable marriage,
Valdes Llanos accumulated an array of personal property that was impressive even by Parral standards. An estate inventory compiled at the time of
his death in October 1651 was one of the most diverse of its era: 2,500 pounds
of flour, 1,760 pounds of sugar, 300 pounds of steel, felling axes, sheep shears,
168 pounds of iron wedges, 266 pounds of Campeche thread, silk from China
and Calabria, 310 marks of silverware, a wide variety of imported fabrics and
spices, men's camlet (a fabric made of silk and camel hair) and mohair
suits, a camel hair cloak, nearly 500 gold buttons, 378 varas of fine Flemish
lace, a gilded pistol, large Chinese tapestries (one of blue silk), embroidered sheets, a bedspread edged with gold, and a linen campaign tent from
Sinaloa. There were Egyptian and Berber rugs, an expensive coach and six
mules, several groups of houses, two rented stores, a small library of history
books and plays, more than 14,000 pesos' worth of silver bullion, 16,319 decks
of cards, fourteen Black and mulatto slaves, and many other articles of interest and value. A warehouse Valdes Llanos owned contained 70,000 pounds
of greta (litharge, or lead monoxide) and 15,000 pounds oflead, substances
used in the smelting of ores. 6
By his own estimate, Valdes Llanos had spent more than 6,000 pesos
(three times the annual salary of a provincial governor) on gold, pearl, dia-
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mond, ruby, and emerald jewelry for his wife, Luisa Gomez Fernandez. A
gold chain from China, which weighed nearly two pounds, was valued at 676
pesos. These and other glittery objects- including a 1Aoo-peso necklace featuring 198 emerald pendants-were later inherited by the couple's daughter,
Josefa. 7 Fernando also owned a pair of showy, custom-made saddles. One was
trimmed with blue silk and had tin stirrups; another was fashioned of yellow
silk with gilt stirrups. At the time of his death, estate valuators also recorded
charge accounts and promissory notes payable to Valdes Llanos from ninety
individuals, including the town assayer, numerous silver miners, provincial
officials, and the former governor of Nueva Vizcaya, Luis de Valdes.
During his brief but successful career in Parral, Valdes Llanos carried on
extensive trade in basic merchandise for the local silver haciendas, dealt in
luxury goods for those who could afford them, acquired the lucrative playing card monopoly for Parral, imported large quantities of lead and other
smelting commodities, was appointed captain and sargento mayor (fieldgrade officer equivalent to major) in the Parral militia, and participated in
the New Mexico trade during the governorship of Capt. Luis de Rosas (16371641). Valdes Llanos became a knight in the Order of Santiago in 1644, served
as New Mexico governor Luis de Guzman y Figueroa's business agent in
Parral between 1647 and 1649, had dealings with Fernando Duran y Chaves
of New Mexico, and maintained business relationships with individuals in
Spain, Veracruz, Puebla, Guadalajara, San Luis PotosI, Zacatecas,
Sombrerete, Nueva Vizcaya, and at the mining outpost of San Francisco in
far-off Nuevo Leon. His mercantile interests in Mexico City were managed
by his brother, Alonso, a prosperous merchant with ties to the city's elite.
. Fernando de Valdes Llanos was baptized in Gijon, Asturias, on 21 June
1604.9 His 1651 will and other Parral documents listed his parents as Alonso
Gonzalez de Valdes and Marla de Valdes. 1O In his petition for membership
in the Order of Santiago, however, Fernando stated that his parents were
Alonso Gonzalez de la Pedrera, a native of La Pedrera (San Andres de la
Pedrera), and Marfa de Valdes Llanos, a native ofGijon,u His paternal grandparents were Alonso Gonzalez de la Pedrera, the elder, and Catalina Suarez,
both of La Pedrera. His maternal grandparents were Juan Llanos Valdes, a
native Porcello, and Marquesa de Valdes, who was from Gijon. Fernando's
brother, Alonso de Valdes, was also a native of Gijon. The men had at least
one sister, Isabel, and possibly other brothers.
The contrast between the hastily built boomtown of Parral and the ancient city of Gijon could hardly be more striking. Located on the Bay of
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Biscay northeast of Oviedo, the port city of Gij6n stands in an intensely
green, well-watered region of Spain with a temperate Atlantic climate. Rainfall, which is ample throughout the entire year, is heaviest during the fall
and winter months. Summers are generally cool. Known as Gigia to the
Romans and Goths, Gij6n was the capital of the Kingdom of Asturias until
791. Fire destroyed Gij6n in 1395, and the city was repeatedly raided by privateers in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Remnants of Roman baths
and medieval castles are among the city's historical landmarks. At the time of
Fernando's birth in 1604, fishing, iron mining, metallurgy, and coal extraction were important industries. 12 It is possible that the Valdes family was involved in some type of commercial activity: shipping, food processing,
import-export, mining, the metal trades, or even the dry goods business.
The modern Principality of Asturias lies along the coast between
Cantabria to the east and Galicia to the west. It covers an area of 10,565
square kilometers, roughly three-fourths the size of Connecticut or onethird the size of the Netherlands. 13 The numerous branches of the Valdes
family produced individuals who were by any measure among the most
important in the region. 14 According to nineteenth-century Asturian scholar
Manuel Garda Mijares, "The house and lineage of ValcIes is so ancient,
well known, and extensive in Asturias that there is scarcely a district or town
that does not have or has had a house and principal buildings bearing this
surname, some very distinguished ones maintaining the male line despite
the many ties to other houses and families."15 Their power and influence
extended to the highest reaches of Spanish society in a variety of fields.
Asturias contributed such outstanding churchmen as Fernando de Valdes,
a native of Salas who was appointed Archbishop of Seville in 1546, and
Fernando de Valdes Llano, who was born in Cangas de Tineo, and became
Archbishop of Granada in 163316 In the military realm, two cousins, admirals Pedro de Valdes and Diego Flores de Valdes, commanded the navies of
Andalusia and Castile, respectively, in the late sixteenth century, most notably in the 1588 failed invasion of England. l? In addition to his fleet command, Diego was the chief advisor on naval matters to the Duke of Medina
Sedonia, the supreme Spanish commander. As is common even in the best
of families, Diego and cousin Pedro were also "inveterate and implacable
enemies."I.
Fernando and brother Alonso, both aspiring merchants, probably emigrated to New Spain sometime in the mid-16zos. Their cousin, Sebastian
Gonzalez de Valdes, born about 1591 in San Andres de la Pedrera, may have
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emigrated a bit earlier. Veracruz was the first point of contact in the New
World. One of their associates in that city was Capt. Antonio Mendez Chillon,
occupation unknown, who sent a Black slave to Fernando years later. 19 Juan
Rangel de Biezma discovered rich silver deposits at Parral in the summer of
1631, and Sebastian Gonzalez de Valdes was already the proprietor of a store
there by March 1633.20 Although he was still a citizen of Zacatecas, Alonso
had begun to test the waters in Parra!' He had opened a retail outlet there by
May 1635 that was still in operation that December, albeit slightly depleted.
There were at least twenty-nine stores in Parral, and 143 mining properties
were registered that year. 21 Other businessmen from Zacatecas, including
building contractors, were attracted to Parral Z2
Fernando and Alonso traveled a great dea!. By the early 163os, they had
entered into a quarrelsome business partnership in Zacatecas with another
merchant, Cristobal Martfn. 23 There is evidence to suggest that Fernando,
operating out of San Luis POtOSI, sold over 6,600 pesos' worth of clothing
and other merchandise to Parral merchant Juan de EcheverrIa in November 1634.24 As their experience and reputations grew, the brothers attracted
the attention of influential persons, including the governor ofNueva Vizcaya,
Luis de Monsalve y Saavedra (1633-1638), who granted Fernando a power
of attorney for debt collection in August 1636.25 In December of that year,
Alonso, described as a merchant of Zacatecas, sold a male Angolan slave to
his cousin, Sebastian Gonzalez de Valdes. 26
Neither Fernando nor Alonso owned stores in Parral in 1637,z7 Perhaps at
the urging of his brother or cousin, Fernando had taken up residence there
by 1639, at which time Francisco Bravo de la Serna was interim governor of
Nueva Vizcaya. This was a conscious decision on Valdes's part: to abandon
the amenities of Zacatecas to pursue business opportunities in the rapidly
expanding economy of Parra!' Declining silver production in the Zacatecas
district by 1636-1637 was undoubtedly a major factor in his relocation. Between 1635 and 1640, silver production in Zacatecas totaled almost 730,000
marks, 34 percent less than over the previous five years. 2. Economic trends
and simple mathematics favored Parra!'
Fernando's prospects improved dramatically on 29 August 1639 when he
married Luisa Gomez Fernandez of San Bartolome, a ranching and wheatgrowing community a few leagues from Parra!.29 Witnesses to the ceremony
were Capt. Juan de Madrid y Luna, the alcalde mayor of Parral, and
Licenciado (licentiate) Miguel de Barzenabal Balmaseda, inspector-general
of the Bishopric of Nueva Vizcaya. Dona Luisa was the daughter of Capt.
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Juan Gomez Fernandez, a prosperous merchant and a native of Quintanilla
de Sotoescueva in Old Castile. 30 Luisa's mother was Marfa Romo, a native of
the Bishopric of Toledo. A dowry of at least 18,000 pesos was provided for the
marriage, part of it in silver and the balance in slaves and other property.3!
Most of the retail business in Parral revolved around the silver haciendas,
some of which were large, complex operations employing dozens oflaborers
and their families. Capt. Diego Galiano's hacienda employed over forty Indian laborers, some of them from Sinaloa. 32 A number of ParraI's miners owned
smelting refineries, but most were dependent upon amalgamation -and therefore mercury-to process their ore 33 Although yields of 2.0 to 2.5 ounces of
refined silver per quintal (hundredweight) of ore were common, yields of 4
to 5 ounces were sometimes reported. 34 When supplies of mercury were
adequate, which was not always the case, several of ParraI's silver haciendas
processed over a million pounds of ore per year. By the early 1640s, Parralarea silver haciendas were producing over 90,000 marks of silver annually.35
Whether large or small, all of Parral's silver haciendas required a multitude of essential supplies: flour, dried beans, corn, sugar, salt, chocolate,
candles, soap, iron and steel, rope, clothing for the employees, a wide variety
of tools, cooking utensils, and other articles. Some Parral merchants, including Valdes Llanos, also distributed charcoal and lead to their customers.
Retail prices were high in Nueva Vizcaya. The transportation charge of
13.5 reales per arroba (twenty-five pounds) from Mexico City to Parral greatly
increased prices on iron, sugar, chocolate, coarse woolens, tools, cooking
utensils, firearms, dishes, soap, and other heavier merchandise. 36 Freighting
fees added 34 percent to the cost of a five-peso arroba of sugar, not counting
the 4 percent paid to the wholesale merchant in Mexico City. High prices
for basic commodities contributed to inflated overhead for most Parral silver refineries. Mercury-based refining operations were labor- and capitalintensive enterprises with high fixed costs. Individuals who conducted
vertically integrated and financially diversified operations-including several former Parral merchants-often outperformed the others.
Only a small percentage of miners became wealthy. Most remained deeply
in debt throughout their careers. Diego Galiano was more than 24,000 pesos
in debt by 1641, not counting more than 5,000 pesos he owed to the Crown for
mercury.37 Parral's discoverer, Rangel de Biezma, owed 21,000 pesos to one of
his suppliers in 1643;3 and Luis Zubrier de Morese, a French miner on the
Cerro Rico, had run up a 33,662-peso debt to his suppliers by 1649.39
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For merchants such as Valdes Llanos, it was one thing to sell basic supplies to silver refiners but quite another to collect on the accounts. Civil
actions against miners were a common and inevitable feature of the Parral
legal environment. Fernando and his nephew initiated a debt execution
against one of Parral's founding miners in 1646.40
Sophisticated, informed, and apparently well-capitalized, Valdes Llanos
took up permanent residence in Parral and began building his clientele.
Many of his customers were individuals connected to the mining sector:
Valerio Cortes (the town assayer), Mateo Nl1nez, Francisco and Pedro de
Montalban, Juan Leal, Diego del Castillo, Juan Gutierrez Tamayo,
Bartolome de Urbaneja, and many others. From a merchandising standpoint, it was really all about the miners and their silver. The 90,000 to 100,000
marks of silver they produced each year were worth almost three-quarters of
a million pesos, a percentage of which went to the Crown. When bullion
was being produced, merchants and other suppliers were paid. In order for
that to happen, the miners needed mercury, an essential reagent in the
amalgamation process.
Mercury was a controlled substance. Crown officials supervised importation and distribution as well as pricing of this supremely important commodity. In 1641 the price was set at 97 pesos 3 tomines per quintal. Legal
controversies involving the distribution and utilization of mercury were
commonplace. Allegations of mercury fraud against the alcalde mayor of
Parral were investigated in 1643-1644 by Sargento Mayor Cristobal Valero,
an accountant employed by the Royal Tribunal ofAccounts for New Spain. 41
The nearest mercury warehouse to Parral was in Durango. Shortages of
mercury occurred periodically during the 163os.42 Similar deficiencies were
noted in Zacatecas. 43 The situation was particularly acute in 1640 and early
1641, when Parral miners begged the Crown for more mercury-a lot more.
Francisco Montano de la Cueva, Nueva Vizcaya's wealthiest miner, made
an outlandish request for 200 quintals. 44 Gutierrez Tamayo, whose financial
guarantors were Valdes Llanos and Sebastian Gonzalez de Valdes, asked for
an additional forty quintals. 45 In January 1641, Tamayo borrowed 2,000 pesos
from Fernando- at no interest - in order to purchase mercury and remarked
that he had 300,000 pounds of ore waiting to be processed. 46 That same
month, Juan Leal claimed to have a million pounds of ore sitting idle on his
hacienda. 47
The shortage of mercury in Parral was alleviated in 1641 with the arrival
of the new governor of Nueva Vizcaya, Luis de Valdes, and his younger
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brother, Gen. Melchor de Valdes, who served as alcalde mayor of Parral
from mid-March 1641 until early May 1643. Luis de Valdes had arrived by
late January 1641 in Durango, where he assumed the governorship from
Gen. Fernando de Sosa Suarez, knight of Santiago and "Senor del valle de

Tebra n (Lord of the Tebra Valley).4 Melchor continued on to Parral, bringing with him a large quantity of mercury and other supplies. The alcalde
mayor subsequently provided credit to miners, so that ore mills and other
improvements could be made to their haciendas. 49 This was generally good
news for Parral's merchants, despite the fact that a member of the governor's
entourage, Capt. Diego de Bergon<;a, also brought 35,000 pesos' worth of
retail merchandise and other materials with him from Mexico City. The
distribution agent for these goods was Pedro Mosquera. 5o
Bergon<;a was a native of "Duara de las Damas en los estados de Flandes,"
which may have been Dour or Damme, in present-day Belgium. 51 In a petition written on 18 July 1643, Bergon<;a stated that he had been imprisoned by
Dutch rebels in Holland sometime during the 163os.52 He assumed the role of
Luis's and Melchor's business agent, or front man, in Parral, since, as government officials, they were prohibited by law from engaging in commerce or
owning silver haciendas. Evidence in the Parral records indicates that the
governor and his brother were actively engaged in mining and mercantile
activities in Parral, and several residents of that community-Bergon<;a,
Mosquera, Toribio Fernandez Harnero, and others-were assisting them. A
Parral cleric characterized Bergon<;a as the governor's hacedor (steward or
financial administrator).53 Bergon<;a's (and the Valdes brothers') commercial
benefactor and partner in Mexico City was Simon Vaez Sevilla, the Portuguese merchant whose property was confiscated by the Inquisition. The financial guarantor for Bergon<;a's 35,o00-peso deal with Vaez Sevilla was Luis
de Valdes, who may have been the real owner of this merchandise. 54
Melchor de Valdes organized a Parral muster in May 1641.55 More than
two hundred Spanish and Portuguese males reported, one of whom was
Valdes Llanos. Two months later, on

22

July 1641, Fernando and his wife

baptized a son, Juan, in Parra],56 The priest officiating at the ceremony was
the bishop of Nueva Vizcaya, Diego Dfaz de Quintanilla y de Hevia y Valdes,
a friar of the Order of San Benito (Benedictines) and native of Oviedo,
Asturias? Juan's godparents were Melchor de Valdes and his wife, Cecilia
Jofre. Melchor and Cecilia appear to have been married in 1632, shortly
before he assumed the governorship of Soconusco (present-day Chiapas).5
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Born about 1601 in the city of Granada, Melchor had previously served in
government and military posts in Flanders, Lombardy, and probably in the
Indies. Parral documents suggest that he also had business contacts in Guatemala, Oaxaca, and on the island of Hispaniola. 59 His older brother Luisbaptized 24 May 1591 in Almunecar, on the coast of the province of
Granada-was a captain of cavalry, a member of the king's war council for
the Flemish states, and a resident of Ghent, Belgium, when he applied for
membership in the Order of Santiago in 1630.60 Both Luis and Melchor were
the sons of Capt. Luis de Valdes and Elvira Rejano. The Mexico City churchman, Licenciado Pedro de Longoria, was a cousin of Luis and Melchor.
Spanish regionalism has deep historical roots on the Iberian peninsula.
This peculiar attraction to the patria chica-the love of a particular geography, manner of speaking, and folkways of the place where one was born and
raised-was a defining characteristic of many Spaniards in the New World.
This shared love of place expressed itself in an almost instinctive solidarity
among people from the same environment, such that natives ofAsturias, for
example, sought out others who traced their roots to the same region in
northwestern Spain.
Valdes Llanos and other residents of Parral, several with Asturian ancestry, were the recipients of Governor Valdes's largesse. The governor made a
remarkable 130 appointments,61 promotions, and grants between 1641 and
1648.62 Valdes Llanos was made a captain of infantry in the Parral militia by
1643 and was soon promoted to sargento mayor. His father-in-law, Juan
Gomez Fernandez, was granted permission to slaughter one thousand aging ewes. By July 1643, only two years after arriving in Nueva Vizcaya,
Bergonc;a was captain of the presidio of San Sebastian de Chiametla and
the newly-appointed governor of Sinaloa. Among those receiving posts who
bore the Valdes surname were Luis and Francisco de Enciso y Valdes (the
governor's nephews), Gonzalo Mendez de Valdes, Bartolome de Estrada
RamIrez y Valdes (the bishop's nephew), Diego Flores de Valdes, and Juan
Flores de Sierra y Valdes II, who became Melchor's teniente (lieutenant) in
the town of San Diego. 63 The previous men were residents of the Santa
Bc1rbara province and the sons of New Mexico Governor Juan Flores de
Sierra y Valdes, who had arrived in Santa Fe by mid-April 1641 and died a
few months later.
Having been resupplied with investment capital, mercury, and other essentials by Melchor de ValcIes and his associates, the miners of Parral resumed their refining operations. Between mid-March 1641 and early May
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1643, 183,000 marks of silver were produced in Parral, and Valdes Llanos
continued to build his business and customer base. 64 Crown officials arranged to ship an additional thirty thousand pounds of mercury to Parral in
1645, which promised continued silver production. Fernando's cousin,
Gonzalez de Valdes, was given two thousand pounds to distribute 65 Thus,
the 1640S were an active period for the men from Gij6n.
By 1641 Alonso de Valdes had become a permanent resident of Mexico
City, where he supervised the brothers' affairs with considerable success.
Alonso and Fernando were well-connected in the capital. Two of Alonso's
closest associates in Mexico City were Capt. Andres Fernandez Talavera, an
important silver merchant, and Alferez Fabian Chac6n. 66 By the early 165os,
Chac6n owned a large store within "los portales del comercio" (the portales
where business was conducted), which was reportedly well-stocked with
specialties from Spain and China. Having high-level legal contacts in Mexico
City was important to all serious businessmen. Two of the brothers' most
valued associates in this field were Juan de Cervantes Casaus, an accountant for the Audiencia of Mexico,67 and Licenciado Andres Pardo de Lago, a
distinguished audiencia judge. 6
When Fernando moved to Parral in the late 163os, Capt. Luis de Rosas,
a former member of the king's war council for the Flemish states, was governor of New Mexico. The rise of ParraI as a commercial center by the mid1630S served as a potent stimulus to the New Mexico trade. Traders and
governors-including Rosas, Fernando de Argiiello Carvajal (1644-1647),
Hernando de Ugarte y la Concha (1649-1653), Juan Manso (1656-1659),
Bernardo L6pez de Mendizabal (1659-1661), and others-found a ready
market in the Parral district for woolen goods, baskets, antelope skins, deerskins, buffalo hides, leather garments, sheep, pinones, and, of course, Apache
slaves. 69 Governor ArgUello's agents distributed at least seventeen Apaches
in Parral in the spring of 1646.7°
Although illegal from its inception, the Apache slave trade flourished for
more than twenty years in Parral, before the Audiencia of Guadalajara intervened to halt the traffic in 1659.71 Parral baptismal and matrimonial records
indicate that Gonzalez de Valdes, Valdes Llanos, and G6mez Fernandez all
acquired Apache slaves and servants during the 1640S. Their connection to
New Mexico governor Guzman y Figueroa and to Fernando and Pedro
Duran y Chaves may have facilitated this process. At least five Apache slaves
or servants belonging to Valdes Llanos and G6mez Fernandez were baptized in Parral between 4 April and 28 June 1650. The following year, three
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of Gonzalez de Valdes's female Apache slaves married three of his Black
silver hacienda laborers.'2
Fernando was an indirect participant in the New Mexico mercantile trade
near the end of Governor Rosas's term. On 13 June 1640, Parral merchant
Manuel Marquez, a native of Palencia de Alcantara, signed a 4,000-peso
promissory note, wherein he stated that Fernando had sold him 2,869 pesos'
worth of retail merchandise at reduced prices. 7J All or part of this consignment was to be sent to New Mexico. When Marquez wrote his will in October 1640, he mentioned the consignment of clothing that had been shipped
north with the wagons of Capt. Tome Domfnguez. 74 The account was still
unsettled on 5 March 1641, atwhich time Valdes Llanos-acting as the late
Marquez's executor-granted powers of attorney to captains Dominguez
and Diego del Solar Ceballos for the purpose of collecting 2,028 pesos from
Alonso Sanchez de Valverde, the individual who had distributed the Parral
goods in New Mexico. 7s
Valdes Llanos was active as a merchant, moneylender, and commodities
broker throughout the 1640s. He sold charcoal- obtained through Francisco Palomino, a rancher and charcoal maker near Santa Barbara - to Capt.
Francisco de Montalban, one of the community's pioneer miners. 76 Valdes
Llanos and other Parra1 merchants also supplied basic merchandise to
Francisco's brother, Pedro de Montalban? Capt. Bartolome de Urbaneja
was another of Valdes Llanos's established customers. Urbaneja, who owned
the Hacienda de San Juan near Parra1, was the brother-in-law of Parral's
founder, Juan Rangel de Biezma. Both men owned varas in La Negrita, one
of the oldest and most productive mines in Parra1, which Rangel had registered in 1631.7 Urbaneja and his wife, Ana de Biezma, signed two or more
promissory notes payable to Valdes Llanos. On 13 June 1642, the couple
incurred a two-thousand-peso, three-month obligation for clothing and other
articles purchased. 79 Later that year, on 11 December, another 2,568-peso
note was recorded. 0 Urbaneja evidently fell behind on his payments, and in
September 1646, Valdes Llanos and Julian de Valdes initiated a debt execution against the miner to recover 1,254 pesos.. I
Since some Parral-area miners still owned smelting refineries, Valdes
Llanos began importing large quantities of lead and litharge, which were
used to smelt ores. These bulky commodities were shipped to Parra1 by ox
caravan from the outpost of San Francisco, near Monterrey, Nuevo Leon.
Valdes Llanos signed a contract with freighter Francisco de Avila in December 1641 to have 800 quintals of "greta /Jura" (pure litharge) transported to
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Parral within five months. In January 1642, Nicolas de la Cerda (or Serna)
of San Francisco committed himself to delivering 422 quintals. There were
other such contracts, also involving Avila. On 21 August 1643, an obligation
for 600 quintals of lead and 600 quintals of litharge was notarized. Valdes
Llanos evidently had problems with his suppliers, for on 30 May 1644, he
granted a power of attorney to Martin Gonzalez to collect 422 quintals of
litharge from Cerda. In March 1649, Avila signed another obligation to deliver 1,000 quintals of litharge. 2 At the time of his death, Valdes Llanos still
owed Avila 3,000 pesos on these confusing accounts, which suggests a less
than satisfactory relationship between the merchant and his freighter. In
1651 the litharge in Valdes Llanos's warehouse was valued at 4 pesos per
quintal, and the lead 4.5 pesos. A decade after he began distributing these
materials, at least 850 quintals-42.5 tons-remained unsold.
Like Spaniards of his social class throughout the Indies, Valcles Llanos
also bought and sold Black slaves, some of whom were sent to him from
Mexico City, Veracruz, and other locations. By midcentury he owned one
dozen or more. The far-reaching nature of New Spain's slave-distribution
network was illustrated by the fact that Valdes Llanos's mulatto slave, Francisco, had been born in Caracas. Hundreds of slave sales appear in the Parral
notarial records of the 1630S and 1640S. The Blacks and mulattoes named in
these documents were from every corner of the Spanish and Portuguese
empires: South America, Guatemala, Oaxaca, Hispaniola, Angola and the
Congo, Mozambique, Spain, Lisbon, and even Goa, the Portuguese colony
in India. Several of Parral's Portuguese merchants - Sim6n Martin, Capt.
Domingo Gonzalez, and others- had direct links to international slave traders, including Capt. Juan G6mez de Paiva of Lisbon. 3 Valdes Llanos received a Black female slave from Capt. Antonio Mendez Chill6n of Veracruz
in November 1641. 4 The former sold a chino (mulatto-Indian) slave to
Domingo de Apresa y Falc6n in May 1642. 5
In 1643 Valdes Llanos acquired the coveted playing card monopoly for
Parra!' The individual who awarded him the monopoly, and who had been
authorized by royal contract to collect taxes on playing cards in New Spain
between 1643 and 1651, was Maestre de Campo Antonio Urrutia de Vergara
of Mexico City. The latter's asiento (trade contract) called for an annual
payment to the Crown of 90,000 pesos. 6 From a mercantile standpoint, it
was Urrutia's task to make more money collecting taxes on the sale of cards
than he paid to the Crown. His partner in this "tax-farming" enterprise was
his brother-in-law, Capt. Nicolas de Salcedo of Mexico City, who also shipped
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chocolate to Parra!.7 Urrutia's son-in-law, Capt. Antonio Flores de Valdes,
served as a financial guarantor for the playing card contract. . As of August
1643, Valdes Llanos had taken delivery of8,000 decks of cards. 9 At the time
of his death in October 1651, the merchant had received 58,3°8 decks, and
the nine-year contract was still in effect.
Among Valdes Llanos's papers in 1651 was a letter from Urrutia, dated 29
September 1649, regarding a lawsuit Fernando Duran y Chaves and others
had filed about the playing cards. 9o Urrutia, whose father was from Vergara,
GUipllzcoa, Spain, may have been Fernando and Alonso's most valued business asset in New Spain. Characterized by historian Louisa Schell Hoberman
as a "merchant-polftico," he was one of Mexico City's most prominent wholesalers and venture capitalists. 91 Urrutia invested heavily in the cacao trade
during the 1630S and functioned as a financial advisor to several of New
Spain's viceroys, most notably the Marques de Cerralvo (1624-1635). Urrutia's
wife was Marfa Bonilla de Bastida, whose estate was worth 500,000 pesos at
the time of her death.
A remarkable transformation occurred in the early 1640s. Before Gov.
Luis de Valdes's arrival in Nueva Vizcaya, the merchant from Gij6n was
known to all as Fernando de Valdes. The governor had promoted him to
captain by 1643 and sargento mayor a year later. Fernando petitioned for
membership in the Order of Santiago, which was granted in 1644. Thus,
between 1641 and 1644, Fernando de Valdes became captain and sargento
mayor "don" Fernando de Valdes Llanos, knight of the Order of Santiago.
Governor Valdes and Urrutia may have expedited Fernando's rapid ascent,
but the nature of their contribution remains a mystery. Viceroy Salvatierra
(1642-1648) could also make recommendations to the three military orders.
Although Fernando's son, Juan, baptized in 1641, apparently died as a
child, two other children survived: Josefa, baptized 26 March 1645, and
Fernando, baptized 12 May 1648.92 Gonzalez de Valdes acted as godfather to
both children.
By the mid-1640S, when he was in his early forties, Valdes Llanos began
delegating more responsibilities to his nephew, Julian de Valdes. The latter
had been born around 1626 in Gij6n, the son of Martfn de Valdes and Ana
de Valdes, one of whom was Fernando's sibling. 93 Julian had arrived in New
Spain by the early 1640S and may have lived for a time in Mexico City wi.th
Alonso. On 28 October 1645, Fernando granted a general power of attorney
to Julian, who was around nineteen years of age. 94 Between 1645 and 1651,
Julian acted as his uncle's legal representative in business transactions and
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legal disputes, including the debt execution that was initiated against Captain Bartolome and Ana de Biezma in September 1646.
The 1640S were a time of political conflict in New Mexico and Nueva
Vizcaya. The disturbances in Parral centered around events that occurred
during the term of Governor Monsalve: allegations of mercury fraud committed by appointed officials, issues relating to the Portuguese, and additional controversies. Abuses perpetrated by Alonso Gonzalez de Villalba, a

juez pesquisidor (investigative judge) sent from Mexico City in 1643, only
added to the aggravations. 95 Governor Valdes sent reports and petitions for
relief to Mexico City and Spain, and Bachiller (title for a university graduate) Juan Robledo (the Parral priest) journeyed to the capital in 1646 to
confer with the apostolic inquisitor, Dr. Juan Saenz de Manozca. One of
those assisting the governor in this effort was his cousin, Licenciado Pedro
de Longoria of Mexico City.96
The political turmoil of the mid-1640s had a profound impact on the
lives of many Parral residents. Gonzalez de Villalba seized property and
handed out large fines for no discernable reason. Numerous men, including prominent miners and several Portuguese merchants, were jailed. It
seems Parral merchant Lorenzo Rodrigues Soto was incarcerated for having been born on the wrong side of the Rio Mino, which separates Galicia
from PortugaP7 Virtually no one was immune to the judge's wrath. Former
governor Monsalve and members of his sequito (retinue) were ignominiously shackled and carted off to Guadalajara in a freight wagon 9 . Gonzalez
de Villalba had the temerity to roughly disarm Captain Bergonc;a, place
handcuffs on him, and throw him into a cell, simply because h~ had been
chatting with several of the prisoners through the window. of the jail. At the
time of his arrest in July 1643, Bergonc;a was acting captain of the presidio of
San Sebastian de Chiametla and the newly-appointed captain-general of
Sinaloa, as well as Governor Valdes's teniente for the Pacific coasts. 99
An avalanche of legal paperwork resulted from these and other incidents.
Although the visiting judge had imposed a heavy fine on Valdes Llanos's
father-in-law,lOo it appears that the Asturian merchant managed to avoid any
serious disruption to his business affairs, despite the special attention he
received from Governor Valdes, one of Gonzalez de Villalba's most powerful enemies. Several factors may have been in his favor: Fernando was not a
permanent resident of Parral during Governor Monsalve's term in the mid163os; he was not Portuguese, although he had several Portuguese business
associates; he hadnot, as far as can be determined, been personally involved
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in any suspicious mercury transactions; and he had influential friends in
Mexico City. Indeed, Fernando's most valued ally in the capital, Antonio
Urrutia, enjoyed a close personal relationship with Doctor Mafiozca, the
very individual who was investigating the many complaints filed against
Gonzalez de Villalba by the residents of Nueva Vizcaya. 101
As bad as things were in Parral, they were even worse in Santa Fe. Governor Rosas was murdered in January 1642, and his successor, Juan Flores de
Sierra y Valdes, died only months after assuming office in 1641. Flores's
widow, Marfa de Herbalejo, left a power of attorney in Parral on 5 January
1642 instructing her agent in Mexico City to attend to the necessary paperwork at Viceroy Villena's office. 102 The hastily appointed replacement for
Governor Flores, Capt. Alonso Pacheco of Durango, initiated an investigation of rebellious activity in New Mexico and ordered eight captains beheaded in 1643. Pacheco's successor in 1644, Capt. Fernando de Argiiello
Carvajal, a former presidio captain in Sinaloa, contributed to the problem
by subjecting Pacheco to a punitive residencia (official review of a term of
office) proceeding. Their mutual animosity overflowed in Parral when
Pacheco's agents filed a civil lawsuit against ArgUello in May 1646.103
Pacheco and ArgUello-the latter possibly in handcuffs for violations of
Crown law-left Santa Fe in the fall of 1647. Pacheco remained in Parral
until March 1648, then departed for Mexico City, presumably to seek another government post. Capt. Luis de Guzman y Figueroa, ArgUello's replacemen.t as New Mexico governor, was scheduled to serve from 1647 until
1650. The incoming governor, journeying north to Santa Fe, stopped in
Parral and granted general powers of attorney to Fernando and Julian de
Valdes on 14 February 1647.104 This was for the customary purpose of facilitating the sale of any native merchandise, including Apache slaves and livestock, which the governor might ship to Parra\. Paperwork pertaining to
trade goods or other activities involving the governor and his Parral agents is
currently lacking. Although he was clearly still active in mercantile affairs,
Fernando de Valdes's name did not appear on a February 1647 list of fortyodd merchants with stores, but his cousin's name did. 105
Accompanying Governor Guzman to New Mexico was his brother, Capt.
Manuel de Guzman y Figueroa, who commanded the protective guard. By
March 1648, only eleven months after arriving in Santa Fe, Manuel had
already returned to Parral on his way south to Mexico Cityl06 This strenuous about-face suggests that the governor's brother may have departed Mexico
City in the winter of 1646 with an arrest warrant for the ex-governor, ArgUello.
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Among the soldiers escorting the caravan to Santa Fe in 1647 were
Fernando Duran y Chaves and his son, Agustfn. 107 Several years later, the
elder Duran y Chaves purchased a small ranch and wheat farm from Valdes
Llanos's father-in-law. Agustin also became a resident of the Parral district
in the 1650s, where he was closely associated with the Portuguese miner and
former merchant, Domingo Lorenzo, who occupied one of Valdes Llanos's
rental houses in 1651.10
Relatively little is known about Governor Guzman y Figueroa. Like other
seventeenth-century New Mexico governors, he may have previously held
offices in New Spain, served in the military in Flanders, or in the merchant
fleet running between Spain and Veracruz. 109 His surname was a distinguished
appellation in Spain. Luis's ancestors may have been related to the infamous NUDo Beltran de Guzman y Figueroa (149o-ca. 1544), governor of
Panuco and founder of the city of Guadalajara, Nueva GaliciaYo That Luis
was a man of considerable influence is evidenced by a derogatory comment
expressed by fray Andres Juarez, who in October 1647 described the new
governor as "the King's criado [servant] ."111 Although merely inferred, the
possibility nevertheless exists that the New Mexico governor-customarily
referred to as "don" Luis de Guzman y Figueroa-was somehow affiliated
with Spain's lesser nobility.
Guzman y Figueroa's arrival in Santa Fe around mid-April 1647 did not,
unfortunately, suspend political conflict in New Mexico. The governor, who
managed to antagonize the local missionaries only months after assuming
office, evidently had problems of his own, for he left the province sometime
in 1649-a year early-presumably to avoid a confiscatory residencia proceeding when his replacement arrived in 1650. Among other things, it was
reported that Guzman had banished Pedro Duran y Chaves (Fernando's
younger brother) from the province for his complicity in Governor Rosas's
murder. 1I2
As yet, no Parral documents relating to Guzman y Figueroa's return trip
have surfaced. He had already died by early December 1650 when his widow,
Clemencia de Rivera, was living in the Spanish city of Toledo. Luis's brother
and heir, Manuel de Guzmcln, reappeared in Parral in March 1656, asking
to be reimbursed for twenty-nine ernbellished deerskins his brother had
sent to Valdes Llanos years before. 1I3 Since Fernando had died in 1651, this
issue devolved to Julian de Valdes. As it was highly unlikely that Manuel
would have traveled from Mexico City to Parral in order to collect on an
account worth less than one hundred pesos, it is possible that Governor
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Guzman y Figueroa had financial dealings in Parral with persons other
than Valdes Llanos.
Next to his nephew, Julian, one of Fernando's closest business associates
was Manuel Peres de Sequeira, a frontier merchant and native of Caminha,
Portugal. Extensive trade was conducted between the two. On 17 May 1649,
Valdes Llanos sold, or delivered, 15,336 pesos' worth of retail merchandise
to Peres de Sequeira, who apparently marketed this consignment of goods
eisewhere H4 By 1651 Valdes Llanos and Peres de Sequeira had become partners, and Fernando declared that the 15,000-peso note was no longer binding. The account, which produced a net profit for the two merchants of
6,506 pesos, had been settled. Valdes Llanos had business dealings with
other Portuguese, including Domingo Lorenzo, a native of Caminha, and
Juan Rodrigues Sanchez, from Montemor. At the time of Valdes Llanos's
death, Lorenzo and Rodrigues occupied stores in his rental properties on
the Calle de la Cruz in Parral. 1I5
Another merchant with whom Valdes had important accounts was Juan
Alvarez, also known as Juan Gala, a native of Salas, Asturias. The latter was
one of at least four or five Parral merchants of the late 1640S and early 1650S
who invested in the New Mexico trade and had accounts with New Mexicobased freighters, including Andres L6pez de Gracia, Tome Dominguez,
Pedro Duran y Chaves, and others. 1I6 In March 1649, Alvarez signed a promissory note to Valdes Llanos in the amount of 3,645 pesos. 1l7 Unfortunately,
Alvarez was gravely ill by 1 May and died shortly thereafter. Valdes Llanos's
interests, in the person of Julian, intervened in the estate settlement to recover their mailey. In 1649 Fernando also gave Julian written instructions to
deliver 6,000 pesos in cash to Alonso de Valdes and Sebastian de Castro in
Mexico City.11
By midcentury, Valdes Llanos's social status had risen dramatically. His
multiple titles-successful merchant, captain of infantry, sargento mayor,
and knight of the Order of Santiago-motivated him to dress accordingly.
In addition to imported shirts and stockings, he owned expensive suits. One,
valued at one hundred pesos, was a multipiece, black mohair ensemble
with braided trim, with a vest, cape, and knee breeches made of damask.
Another, valued at 150 pesos, was a lustrous, black camlet, satin-edged suit
and damask jacket. The breeches, vest, and cape were lined with plush 1l9
Fernando's active and luxurious life was drawing to a close. Julian, in his
early to mid-twenties, had grown increasingly active in family affairs. Around
six o'clock on the evening of 7 October 1651, I?ernando de Valdes Llanos
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died at his home. He was forty-seven years old. The burial entry was recorded the following day.lzo A disorderly, unsigned will was brought forth.
Capt. Juan de Lares had written fourteen pages, and five were in the hand
of Padre Maestro Dionisio Cortes, a respected Augustinian friar. Portions
were crossed out. A clause pertaining to Manuel Peres de Sequeira's account with the deceased was inserted in the margin. Valdes Llanos had
given oral instructions to those present, but he apparently died before the
process could be completed. Questions ~ere raised about the appearance
of the document, and a petition was filed on 31 October to have it declared
nuncupative. JZl
Valdes Llanos stipulated that his body be placed in the Parral church for
a year, after which his bones were to be transferred to the Augustinian convent in Mexico City. Income from his rental properties would be used to
fund a two-thousand-peso benefice, whereby masses would be recited for
the repose of Fernando's soul, those of his parents and dead children, and
for the courage of dona Luisa and their two surviving children, Fernando
and Josefa. The deceased left one hundred pesos to the Indian hospital in
Parral; five hundred pesos to his sister, Isabel, in Gij6n; and one thousand
pesos to the Parral church for construction and repairs. Executors of the
rather complicated will were Luisa G6mez, Alonso de Valdes, and Sebastian
Gonzalez de Valdes. IZZ
Certain aspects of Valdes Llanos's estate inventory have already been
discussed. There were more than ninety accounts totaling well over 35,000
pesos owed the merchant: Alonso de Valdes owed 6,000 pesos; Sebastian
Gonzalez de Valdes, the balance of a 3,229-peso debt; Valerio Cortes, 2,446
pesos; Juan Gutierrez Tamayo, more than 5,000; Juan Leal, more than 3,000;
Diego del Castillo, another miner, 3,240; Domingo Lorenzo, 730; Gen. Luis
Cestfn de Canas of Guanacevf, 512; ex-governor Luis de Valdes, 604; Canon
Felipe Montano, 624; fray Ambrosio Vigil of Zacatecas, 200; Juan Robledo,
the Parral priest, 150; and dozens of others. lZJ As noted, Peres de Sequeira's
15,336-peso debt was forgiven. Fernando still had an unsettled account with
the fanner governor of New Mexico, Alonso Pacheco, who may have charged
merchandise in early 1648 before leaving Parral for Mexico City in March
of that year.
The value of the Valdes Llanos family assets-promissory notes, charge
accounts, silver bullion, three groups of houses, retail merchandise, litharge and lead, silverware, clothing, rugs, tapestries, jewelry, slaves, and so
forth -appears to have exceeded 75,000 pesos.
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Several debts were also noted. At the time of his death, Fernando owed
3,000 pesos to freighter Francisco de Avila, 1,245 to his brother Alonso, and
2,039 to Capt. Juan Gomez Fernandez. Another 4,000 to 5,000 pesos were
outstanding on the playing card account. He also owed 368 pesos to Capt.
Nicolas de Salcedo of Mexico City for a shipment of chocolate. 124
Although Valdes Llanos's wife, Luisa Gomez, was still living, justicia
mayor Capt. Gonzalo Mesia de Magana appointed Peres de Sequeira guardian ad litem for Fernando's minor children on 2 November 1651.125 Fernando's
father-in-law and close friend, Juan Gomez Fernandez, died in late March
1653.126 His executors were his wife, Maria Romo, and Peres de Sequeira.
Luisa G6mez, who continued the business partnership with Peres de
Sequeira after Fernando's death, remarried on 9 February 1653.127 Her second husband was captain and sargento rnayor Pedro Gonzalez de Junguitu
y Mendoza, an official at the treasury at Durango.
Little more than a year later, in June 1654, Luisa also diedY By that time,
Sebastian Gonzalez de Valdes had become guardian ad litem for the two
Valdes children and their assets. Anticipating lawsuits, Gonzalez de Valdes
granted several powers of attorney to individuals in Parra] and Guadalajara
in early July 1654-129 One of his legal representatives in Guadalajara was
Hernando Enriquez del Castillo, scribe for the city's cabildo. In August 1654,
a proceeding was held in Parral on behalf of the minor children to secure
the proceeds of business transactions between the late Luisa Gomez and
Manuel Peres de SequeiraYo As expected, Alonso de Valdes, still a merchant in Mexico City, petitioned for custody of the children. His agent in
Parral during the discemimiento (appointment of guardian) proceeding was
Julian de Valdes. After reviewing petitions and other paperwork, the alcalde
mayor" of Parral, Capt. Juan de Aguileta Ladr6n de Guevara, appointed
Alonso guardian of Fernando and Josefa de Valdes in late 1654.131
Fernando, the younger, and Josefa were eventually transferred to Mexico
City and placed in the care of their uncle, Alonso. The latter was also guardian of their combined assets, which totaled 51,772 pesos. 132 On 26 November
1662, Josefa married Pedro Martin de Quiroga. A dowry of 25,886 pesos was
provided 133 Quiroga, a native of Ireland, became the manager of Sebastian
Gonzalez de Valdes's silver refinery, the Hacienda del Espiritu Santo. After
Sebastian Gonzalez's death, Josefa inherited the 3o,ooo-peso property, which
ultimately became encumbered by debt. 134 Josefa's brother, Fernando, remained in Mexico City, where he married doi'ia Mariana de Salas y Valdes,
a native of Puebla, in June 1663. Her parents were Capt. don Juan de Salas
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y Valdes and dona Josefa Larios de Martilla 135 Julian maintained his residence in Parral and lived for another forty-one years after his uncle's death.
A lifelong bachelor, Julian died at age sixty-six and was buried inside the
Parral church in front of the altar of Nuestra Senora del Rosario on 6 December 169z.136
!"emando de Valdes Llanos's decision to leave Gijon and journey to New
Spain was by no means unprecedented. Thousands of young men left port
cities and other communities in northern Spain to seek better lives in the
New World. More than a few settled in Nueva Vizcaya and New Mexico.
Juan Manso, a native ofLuarca, Asturias, a seaside community west of Gijon,
became govemor of New Mexico in 1656.137 New Mexico governor Juan de
Miranda (1664-1665, 1671-1675) was a "councilman in perpetuity" ofTineo,
Asturias, southwest of Luarca. 13 There were countless others. Pedro de
Sapien, Parral's official mutton supplier, was a native of San Sebastian,
Guipuzcoa;139 and Pedro de Perea, the justicia mayor and war captain of
Sonora in 1643, appears to have been born in Camelle, Galicia, located on
the Playa de Traba. 140
Valdes Llanos's ascension to wealth and prominence in the mining town
of Parral was the result of good organizational skills and sound planning on
his part and that of his brother, who evidently supervised the wholesale end of
their business in Mexico City. Choices made by Fernando and Alonso were
primarily based upon ambition, reason, observation, and necessity. Financial
advice provided by associates in Mexico City and elsewhere undoubtedly
helped. If all roads led to Mexico City-the financial and commercial headquarters of New Spain -they also led away. Mter exploring opportunities and
establishing business contacts in Mexico City, the men from Gij6n took the
highway north to San Luis POtOSI and Zacatecas. Their choice of commerce
over mining was also grounded in logic. Commercial ventures were neither
as capital-intensive nor as risky as mining operations. Start-up costs were relatively low. A few thousand pesos' worth of basic merchandise - easily obtained
in Mexico City on credit-was enough to get started.
By the early 163os, the Valdes brothers had taken up residence in
Zacatecas, the most important commercial center in northern New Spain.
There were eighty-one retail outlets in the city in 1633, rnore than twice as
many as in Parra I. 141 Declining mercury supplies and silver production in
Zacatecas by 1636-1637 prompted the siblings to re-evaluate their financial
position. Silver bullion presented for taxation at the treasury in Zacatecas
between 1 May 1634 and 30 April 1635 totaledz08,z15 marks. The total had
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dropped to 15°,772 marks in 1636-1637. A further reduction was noted in
1637-1638, when silver production was 137, 861 marks. By the time Fernando
moved to Parral and married Luisa G6mez, production had fallen to 125,378
marks Hz As production declined, it was noted that itinerant merchants were
bypassing Zacatecas in favor of Nueva Vizcaya.
Although bullion production during the early 1640S was still substantially greater in the Zacatecas district than in Parral, Fernando had wisely
opted for a long-term approach to financial planning. He believed that
mercantile prospects were better in the younger Parral market. While most
of Parral's merchants continued to rely upon basic supplies sold to silver
miners, it appears that Fernando made a conscious effort to diversify his
inventory. His questionable decision to deal in lead and litharge (bulky,
low-end commodities that had to be imported from afar) was offset by his
acquisition of the profitable playing card monopoly. Business alliances
formed in Mexico City-particularly with venture capitalist Antonio Urrutia
and his .brother-in-law, NicoLls de Salcedo-undoubtedly contributed to
the Valdes brothers' success. It was no accident that Luis de Guzman y
Figueroa chose the sophisticated Valdes Llanos as his business agent in 1647.
As wealth accumulated in Parral, which was something of an oasis of
opulence on the far northern frontier, Fernando expanded his inventory of
high-end goods: silk stockings from Toledo, exotic fabrics, spices, cambric
thread, damask doublets, Flemish lace, and so on. His personal accumula~
tion of such goods, combined with upscale decorative objects, suggests that
Valdes Llanos made a conscious effort to transfer some of the trappings of
the good life in Mexico City to his home in Parral. The fact that Fernando
carried unsettled accounts of well over 35,000 pesos and could still conduct
a profitable enterprise indicates that he was well-capitalized. He simply made
more money than he spent, and he spent a great deal. A curious blend of
ostentation and practicality was apparent in Fernando's estate inventory.
Chinese tapestries and gilded stirrups were offset by large quantities of basic
commodities, such as flour, sugar, Campeche thread, and felling axes. Had
it become necessary to do so, the family could have lived for several years
on the 1,853 marks ofsilver bullion Fernando had accumulated. To his credit,
the merchant decided that the 14,000 pesos' worth of silver would be better
spent by paying accounts in Mexico City.
.
Like other frontier entrepreneurs of his era - miners, merchants, freighters, government officials, stockmen - Fernando had come to northern New
Spain with very specific goals and expectations. This was a man who had
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every intention of succeeding in his chosen field. His small library of history books, plays, and commentaries indicated that Fernando was somewhat better educated and more contemplative than most immigrants to the
New World, perhaps markedly so. His taste in literature was academic: a
general history by Antonio de Herrera, a history of Spain by Ambrosio Morales, commentaries on the Flemish states, papal histories, plays, and other
works. By applying his eager intellect, building a strong financial network
in Mexico City, staying well informed, trusting his observations, and adapting to economic trends, Fernando de Valdes Llanos grew prosperous in an
unpredictable, silver-based commercial environment.

Appendix: Individuals of Asturian Ancestry with
Connections in Parral in the 1640S-1650S
Name

Occupation and family information

Place of birth

Fernando de Valdes
Llanos

Merchant and commodities broker at
San Luis Potosi, Zacatecas, and Parral;
knight of Santiago, 1644; captain of
infantry and sargento mayor; Parral
agent for New Mexico Gov. Luis de
Guzman y Figueroa; married Luisa
G6mez Fernandez

Gij6n, Asturias

Fernando de Valdes II

Son of Fernando I

Parral

Josefa de Valdes

Daughter of Fernando I

Parral

Julian de Valdes

Nephew of and mercantile assistant to
Fernando de Valdes Llanos

Gij6n, Asturias

Alonso de Valdes

Merchant at Zacatecas, Parral, and
Mexico City; brother of Fernando
de Valdes Llanos

Gij6n, Asturias

Bernardo de Valdes

Possible relative and business associate
of Fernando and Alonso; transported
clothing from Spain to Mexico City
and elsewhere

Likely from Asturias

Antonio Flores
de Valdes

Son-in-law and business partner of
Antonio Urrutia de Vergara; Fernando
de Valdes Llanos's correspondent
in Mexico City

Cangas, Asturias
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Name

Occupation and family information

Place of birth

Sebastian Gonzalez
de Valdes

Parral merchant and silver miner;
cousin of Fernando and Alonso de Valdes

San Andres de la
Pedrera, Asturias

Maestro Diego
de Hevia y Valdes

Bishop of Nueva Vizcaya 1641-1656

Oviedo

Diego de Hevia

Possible relative of Bishop Hevia y Valdes;
alferez of infantry 1640S

Unknown

Toribio de Hevia

Parral-area merchant and landowner;
ties to the Chaves family of New Mexico

San Julian, Asturias

Bartolome de Estrada
y Valdes

Nephew of Bishop Hevia y Valdes;
held several government positions in
Nueva Vizcaya in 1640S, including
justicia mayor of San Juan del Rio
and San Diego; governor from
167°-1671 and 1679-1684

Oviedo

Luis de Valdes

Captain of cavalry; knight of Santiago,
1630; member of king's war council for
the Flemish States, and the council's
teniente in the castillo of Ghent; Parral
miner and governor of Nueva Vizcaya
1641-1648; married Maria de Alcega y
Urdifiola

Granada

Francisca de Valdes

Daughter of Gov. Luis de Valdes and
Maria de Alcega; became the first
Marquesa de Aguayo

Likely from Parras

Melchor de Valdes

Granada
Younger brother of Gov. Luis de Valdes;
held military and government post in
Flanders, Lombardy, and the Indies;
governor of Soconusco early/mid-1630s;
alcalde mayor of Santa Barbara province
1641-1643; Parral miner; married to Cecilia
Jofre by 1632

Luis de Valdes Jofre

Son of Melchor de Valdes and Cecilia
Jofre; Parralminer 1650S; married
Maria de Inurcio, the niece of Parral
miner Gregorio de Carvajal

Likely from
Soconusco

Gaspar de Valdes Jofre

Son of Melchor de Valdes; a prominent
Sonora churchman by the 16605

Likely from
Soconusco
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Name

Occupation and family information

Place of birth

Juan Alvarez
(Juan Gala)

Parral merchant 1640S; ties to the
New Mexico freighters and trade

Salas, Asturias

Luis de Enciso y Valdes Held several government posts in
Nueva Vizcaya in 1640S including
captain of the presidio of San Hipolito,
justicia mayor of San lldefonso, and
justicia mayor of Parral; nephew of
Gov. Luis de Valdes

Unknown

Francisco de
Enciso y Valdes

Held several government posts in
Nueva Vizcaya in 1640S including
justicia mayor of Santa Barbara
province, captain of the presidio of
San Sebastian de Chiametla, and
justicia mayor of Copala, Panuco,
San Bartolome; brother of Luis de
Enciso y Valdes

Unknown

Torbio Fernandez
Harnero

Parral miner; frontman and business
associate of Gov. Luis de Valdes and
Melchor de Valdes

Likely from Valle
de Ardisania or "las
Asturias de Oviedo"

Gonzalo Mendez
de Valdes

Standard bearer for Gov. Luis de
Valdes in the 1640S

Unknown

Juan Flores
de Sierra y Valdes

Resident of San Bartolome prior to
1640; possibly held government posts
in New Spain; married Marfa de
Herbalejo; governor of New Mexico
1641; died in Santa Fe; his grandson,
Juan (son of Diego Flores, below),
had moved to Guatemala by 1680

Likely from Asturias

Diego Flores
de Sierra y Valdes

Son of Juan Flores de Sierra y Valdes
and Marfa de I-Jerbalejo; promoted to
sargento mayor by Gov. Luis de Valdes in
early 1640; had relocated to Mexico City
by the 165os; may have had a brother
named Juan

San Bartolome

Juan Flores de Sierra
y Valdes II

Brother of Diego

Likely from
San Bartolome

Fray Tomas Manso

Distinguished New Mexico Franciscan
missionary; business ties to Parral 1640S

Luarca, Asturias
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Name

Occupation and family information

Place of birth

Juan Manso

Brother of Tomas Manso; employee of
Luarca, Asturias
New Mexico mission supply service early
1650s; governor of New Mexico 1656-1659;
married daughter of wealthy Parral
merchant; asentista (sole contractor) of
New Mexico mission supply service midto late 1660$

Juan de Mestas

Resident of New Mexico in 1650s;
business connections in Parral

Asturias

Toribio de ]a Huerta

Resident of New Mexico in 165os;
connections in Parral; later moved to
Sonora

Asturias

Juan de Vil1ar

Parral (occupation unknown)

Asturias

Pedro de Ciano

Parral merchant

Langreo, Asturias

Pedro Fernandez
de Labra y Noriega

Parral and Mexico City (occupation
unknown)

Cangas, Asturias

The information in this appendix is derived from the authors' database of individuals
mentioned in the Archivo Hist6rico de Hidalgo del Parra!'
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He Is Constantly Angry
ESHKELDAHSILAH, WHITE MOUNTAIN APACHE CHIEF

Ron Dungan

T

he water cuts deep. It leaves tracks across the land. You can see this if
you look closely, even in the heat of a June day when the ground waits
and the sky remains cloudless. Rain comes by midsummer on the White
Mountain Apache Reservation in eastern Arizona. It spills over red rock
cliffs and makes its way through deep canyons, muddying up washes and
creeks that flow into the Salt River. Snowmelt follows these tracks each
spring. It has been this way for ages. The land dries up, the water comes. It
cuts deep and you see the paths that remain. Washes. Canyons. Streams
with deep banks.
The great White Mountain Apache chief Diablo grew up here. His people
planted corn and hunted in the juniper hills, the pine forests, and the chaparral scrub. Anthropologist Grenville Goodwin, who lived among the
Apaches during the 1930S and kept detailed records of what they revealed to
him, tells of how Diablo rode south on horseback in 1864 to make peace
with the White soldiers at Fort Goodwin. The chief set fire to brush along
the way. He told his people that they would know he was safe as long as they
could see the smoke. They watched him ride across the desert with a white
flag, a wispy gray trail rising before them. They followed behind, and Diablo

Ron Dungan is a journalist based in Phoenix, Arizona. He received his M.A. from Arizona State
University in 1992, where he studied Apache history. He received a B.A. from the University of
Iowa in 1982.
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made peace with the White soldiers, Then the chief returned to the White
Mountains with his people, He could do nothing more.]
To begin sorting through the trail of smoke left by Goodwin's rendering
of this event, we must start with a name: Diablo. A chief by that name did
not make that journey. The chief that Goodwin referred to was Eshkeldahsilah (He Is Constantly Angry). Diablo, a Cibecue Apache, came to
power later when the Apaches settled into reservation life in the 1870S2
Eshkeldahsilah was the greatest White Mountain chief of his time, and
his gesture of peace was an important part of the Apache wars. Although
Goodwin recorded a great deal of what we know about Eshkeldahsilah, his
account of the chief's life remains incomplete. Goodwin died young, but
left behind his life's works: a substantial anthropological study of Apache
social customs and a work focusing on Apache warfare. Historian Lori
Davisson also wrote about Eshkeldahsilah. After setting the record straight
on his name and his standing at Fort Apache, her work shifted to the Battle
at Cibecue Creek and the importance of clan relations in Apache life. Military records and writings by a few other observers also mention the olel chief,
but they too give us only brief glimpses of the man. Considering his importance in White Mountain Apache history, we know little about Eshkeldahsilah. We can learn a great deal about him by piecing the various sources
together-enough to know that Goodwin had some of his information wrong.
There is no reason to doubt that the Apaches remember the events in Eshkeldahsilah's life the way that Goodwin recorded it, but
the story, as we shall see, is more complex. 3
Although Eshkeldahsilah thought he had
negotiated a lasting peace at rart Goodwin, the man with whom he negotiated
was soon transferred to another post.
Eshkeldahsilah's offer was ignored and
soon forgotten, and over time, he
came to mistrust the Whites. This did
not help him adjust to events as they
unfolded. When the U.S. Army finally
established a fort in Western Apache terESHKELDAHSILAH

(Courtesy the Arizona Historical Society,
no. 57864)
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ritory, the other chiefs easily made friends with the soldiers. Eshkeldahsilah
held a great deal of influence when American soldiers first arrived in Arizona, but his authority faded. As he grew increasingly distrustful of soldiers,
he became uncomfortable dealing with them; eventually, Eshkeldahsilah
lost his allies, his youth, and his influence.
Eshkeldahsilah was born somewhere near Turkey Creek. He grew up in
a society that prepared children for a life of running, horseback riding, fighting, and hunting. Every morning Apache mothers and fathers woke their
children and sent them to bathe in mountain streams. On cold, icy mornings, the children broke through the ice and plunged into the water. They
dressed, and raced uphill then raced back down again. This morning routine prepared them for the years to come. Apaches could run long distances.
They became even more elusive when they learned to ride horses.
The White Mountain Apaches were part of the Western Apache group
sometimes called Coyoteros. They lived near streams and planted corn along
small irrigation ditches, digging through the hard, rocky soil with sharp sticks.
They remained near this crop until it began to sprout and then left to harvest wild agave roots, juniper berries, cactus fruit, acorns, and mesquite beans,
occasionally returning to check their planted fields. The lower reaches of
White Mountain territory gave way to desert, but the higher country held
fertile ground. However, the entire region was given to fits of drought, heat,
and hard times. The White Mountain band hunted deer, elk, and antelope,
but did not eat bear or fish. Young men hunted small game. They did not
raise livestock, but raided neighboring Navajos and Mexicans for cattle and
horses. Sometimes, they carried out their raids so quietly that nobody noticed the missing stock for days. When alert herdsmen caught them and
gave chase, Apache raiders scattered into the hills, taking what they could,
fighting only if necessary. Mter a hunt or a raid, the chief divided food among
his people. When Apache boys hunted small game, they shared their kill
among themselves like adults. Eshkeldahsilah learned quickly:
He became a chief while he was still a boy, playing with other boys. All
the boys used to call him "chief." When they went to hunt rabbits, they
called him "chief." When they hunted wood rats, they called him
"chief." When they went out to hunt birds, they called him "chief."
When these boys killed a lot of birds, they would pile them together
and say to him, "Come on, chief, divide these birds among the boys,"
so he would. This is how he became chief when only a little boy.4
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When Eshkeldahsilah was a young man, the chief of his eastern White
Mountain Apache band began to grow old. Nadots'osin (Slender Peak Standing Up People) came from as far as Eagle Creek and East Fork to discuss
who should be the next chief. For this event, they butchereQ cows and talked
late into the night. Only wealthy, influential men and women spoke; after
talking it over for four nights they chose Eshkeldahsilah. "They sent for my
father," said Eshkeldahsilah's daughter, Anna Price. "When he got there,
he said, 'I don't want it. 1 am too young yet. There are lots of good men
about here. I am just a boy. My mind is not good. I have none.' But the
people said to him, 'Whenever you speak up, you always speak well. You are
all right.' ... My father cried about being made a chief, because it was such
a big responsibility and would mean hard work."5
Eshkeldahsilah's maternal uncle, the former chief, taught him the things
that a chief should know-how to talk, how to act, and "war power." One
day he came to instruct the young Eshkeldahsilah about war power. At the
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end of the session, the uncle said he would return to teach Eshkeldahsilah
more. The old man got sick and died a short time later while the young
chief was away on a hunting trip. Eshkeldahsilah never got all of his power 6
Shortly after he became chief, Eshkeldahsilah married a daughter of
Mangas Coloradas, the prominent Chiricahua Apache leader. When things
did not work out with his new bride, he left her and married again, this time
to Anna Price's mother, a woman from the Iyaa afye c1an.7Eshkeldahsilah
earned the respect of his people as he led successful hunting and raiding
parties. His people planted corn along the White River and nearby streams.
From time to time, the Coyoteros traded with the Hopis, Zunis, and Navajos, although they frequently clashed with and raided the Navajos, and once
even joined White soldiers to fight them. When Navajo warriors killed
Eshkeldahsilah's brother, he decided to wait awhile before striking back.
He had work to do. The Apaches occasionally raided neighboring Pimas,
Papagos, and Yavapais, but their real source of livestock was Mexico.
Historians argue that eventually Mexican settlement in Arizona collapsed
under the force of Apache raids; yet, a handful of ranches were left alone
for their livestock supplies. The Apaches considered Sonora part of their
territory; "every mountain, town or spring of consequence has its Apache
name."9 Although the purpose of raiding was to acquire food, fighting inevitably broke out periodically, especially during Apache raids into Mexico.
Spanish slave traders had sold Apaches to work in mining camps, and when
Mexico won its independence, the new nation looked for ways to regain
control of the northern provinces, one of which was to pay a bounty for
Apache scalps. The Apaches raided to obtain food, but they did not hesitate
to fight if the Mexicans discovered them stealing stock. 10
Shortly after his brother's death at the hands of Navajo warriors,
Eshkeldahsilah led a raiding party into Mexico. The party came across a
well-defended mule train and a full-scale fight erupted. Eshkeldahsilah took
a bullet in his right wrist. He grabbed his gun with his left hand, balanced it
on his right arm, and rode into the battle. He was shot in the right shoulder
but kept fighting, urging on his men. When the battle was over, the Apaches
had killed seven Mexicans without losing a single warrior. Over the course
of his life, Eshkeldahsilah was shot nine times. The raiding party sorted
through the spoils-mules, horses, bread, cheese, and many blankets. Upon.
returning home, they distributed the booty to relatives, then to Apaches
who came from Cedar Creek, Cibecue, and Carrizo. They held a dance to
give blankets to the poor and gave the remaining items to the people of
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Zuni Pueblo in New Mexico. As he told one of his friends about the raid
into Mexico, Eshkeldahsilah's attention shifted north to Navajo country.
When his wounds healed, Eshkeldahsilah led his warriors northeast to
avenge the death of his brother. The party rode until they saw the smoke of
a Navajo campfire. They surrounded the camp at dusk and struck at dawn,
then found another camp and attacked in the night just as the Navajos
finished eating. The Apache warriors rode home with a string of Navajo
horses. The scent of death trailed behind them. Both camps lay in ruinshogans, sheep, looms, and blankets destroyed. II
Eshkeldahsilah's intelligence, courage under fire, and generosity solidified his position among his people. Apache leaders did not rule through
written law; they ruled by making sound decisions and helping others in
their bane!. T'heir people could come and go as they pleased. Eshkeldahsilah
started a family, and the band grew over the years until wickiups covered
two ridges and the wash between them. The band's farms stretched out over
five or six miles. Men removed their hats when they entered his wickiup, a
courtesy not normally extended to tribal leaders. Seven subchiefs of
Eshkeldahsilah's clan, the Nadots'osin, and an unnamed chief from another clan lived in the group. Although he did not remain married to the
daughter of Mangas Coloradas, Eshkeldahsilah maintained ties to Chirica-
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huas. He reared a Mexican boy given to him by Chiricahua leader Cochise.
The White Mountain Apaches called the boy Inda (Enemy). Pedro, a Cibecue
chief, brought his people to live near Eshkeldahsilah sometime around 1850
after a rival Cibecue clan-led by Miguel-drove them out of the Carrizo
area 12 Pedro and Miguel would patch up their differences over time, as we
shall see, but for now, Pedro lived with Eshkeldahsilah. In addition,
Eshkeldahsilah had a number of allies he could call on during times of war.
Other Apache bands came to visit Eshkeldahsilah's band from as far away as
the Graham Mountains, the San Pedro River, Cibecue, and Cedar Creek.
The fact that Eshkeldahsilah could call so many men to his aid and
maintain friendships with Cibecue and Chiricahua bands demonstrates the
depth of his power. Apache chiefs, however, did not have absolute authority
over· members of their bane!. A chief maintained power by making the right
decisions and showing generosity to others. Apache leaders with influence
that extended far beyond the local group rarely emerged, but they did exist.
Mangas Coloradas held this kind of influence among the Chiricahuas, so
did Cochise. It took a while for Americans to understand that Apaches could
follow leaders calling for peace as well as those waging war. Even then,
racism and ignorance framed American perceptions of Apache culture.
Americans never fully grasped the depth of Eshkeldahsilah's power.
Although Eshkeldahsilah sometimes pretended to be angry when dealing
with people in camp who complained too loudly or too often, he maintained
his composure. Anna Price once said, "I never saw Father really mad." She
may have forgotten the story she had once told about when her father came
home and found that twenty-two men had died in a fight that erupted over a
hoop and pole game, the tribe's traditional game of chance. IJ Eshkeldahsilah
was angry then, although there was little he could do about it. In any case, the
White Mountain chief had reached a level of power seldom attained by his
people. His alliances reached far and ran deep, but his influence would not
last. The Apaches faced hard times in the years to come.
In 1864 the Apaches still controlled most of eastern Arizona and nothing
indicated that this would change anytime soon. The leader of the Chokonen
faction of the Chiricahua, Cochise, commanded a large number of warriors, and roamed freely from New Mexico and Arizona into the Sierra
Madres in Mexico. For years Americans focused on the movements of
Cochise. From 1865 through 1868, fear of Cochise escalated to the point
that Americans blamed him for Apache raids throughout the Southwest.
Historians now know that Cochise spent most of these years in Mexico.
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When he did live in the states, soldiers unsuccessfully chased rumors of
him. White settlers, backed by soldiers in blue coats, continued to move
across the hard, broken land of the Southwest.
Few Americans understbo? the differences between the various Apache
bands. The prevailing view about Apaches focused on the idea of race and
tribe, and settlers feared Apaches as a tribe. The U.S. government and Army
made policy decisions based on this erroneous belief. Apaches spoke one
language, worshipped the same god, and coexisted in relative peace, but
Apache life revolved around the clan and the local group. A number of
Apache bands tried to make peace with the U.S. government on several
occasions, but Americans could never overcome barriers of racism, language
(Apache is difficult for Whites to learn), and cultural misunderstanding.
Although a few soldiers and government officials slowly grasped that many
Apache bands wanted peace, some Arizona settlers were harder to convince.
Historians have even suggested that settlers, who made money off ofApache
conflict by selling supplies to the military, wanted the war to continue.
The Western Apaches had lived for years where the water cuts deep and
leaves its tracks across the land. They regarded the Americans as another
group of interlopers, and had no way of knowing the size of the U.S. Army
and the number of American settlers that would come. The Apaches respected Whites more than past intruders because their soldiers were more
disciplined, but they would deal with them as they had the Mexicansdriving them out of the Southwest if necessary. The Apaches, however, had
more than White soldiers to think about. Their world revolved around the
land, a land carved by rain and snow. 14
In the mid-186os, the water stopped flowing. Crops failed. Streams ran
low. By 1864 a severe drought strained Apache resources and several bands
had to adjust. By abandoning farming and moving to different territories,
Eshkeldahsilah's local group remained near the east fork of the White River
or Bonito Creek. As the drought took its toll, soldiers pressed the edges of
Western Apache territory.
Indian agents in the region reported that some tribes faced starvation.
The Moguis traveled hundreds of miles looking for food at the Pueblo agency
in New Mexico. Although the U.S. Army of the West directed most of its
strength at fighting tribes on the Great Plains, it established a number of
forts in southern Arizona, which the Western Apaches began to visit. One
time an officer distributed gifts- blankets, big brass kettles, copper wire for
making bracelets. "A whole pile of things he gave us," said one observer. '5
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While soldiers distributed gifts and tried to maintain the peace, settlers
sometimes lured Apaches with gifts and then killed them. In the summer of
1864, some Americans near Goodwin Springs, Arizona, handed out poisoned meat, killing a number of Apaches. Eshkeldahsilah lost important
friends and allies to this tragedy. Grenville Goodwin does not list the victims, but refers to them in passing so we can pick up a name or a description
in his narrative: Hacke daldls, half brother of chief Oja'a'aha, Eshkeldahsilah's most trusted friend; an unnamed parallel cousin ofEshkeldahsilah,
described as an influential man; Hackl na' inla, a subchief who once lived
in Eshkeldahsilah's local group; and Na glnlt'a', an ally who lived near Mount
Graham and remained friendly with the Chiricahuas. Eshkeldahsilah never
forgot this incident. Even as he worked to maintain the peace with White
soldiers, the chief never completely trusted them.
In 1864 Gen. James Carleton, who had just completed a campaign against
the Navajos that ended in their forced march to Bosque Redondo, took over
the Apache campaign. He claimed that he could subdue the Apaches quickly,
promising in April 1864 to end the Apache conflict by Christmas. The government added hundreds of troops to the Arizona command, and Carleton
sent them into Apache territory. He never delivered the victory he promised, nor did he find Cochise, but he managed to inflict damage on some of
the White Mountain bands, Eshkeldahsilah's people among them. "We were
always afraid," Anna Price said of Carleton's campaign. "There is a kind of
bird that lives in the pines ... and this used to always be scaring us, because
he whistled just like the soldiers signaling to ·each other."'6 Carleton never
ended the conflict because his troops wasted their time chasing peaceful
Western Apache bands.
When Anna Price was fifteen, the Nadots'osin camp~d in the Graham
Mountains to gather and roast mescal. A company of soldiers came upon
them and gave chase. As they scattered, Price and her niece ran into a cluster of oaks, then into the thick brush of a canyon choked with catclaw, which
tore at their legs. Bullets cut their dresses and hair, but they ran until they
came to a pond. They grabbed some brush, put it over their heads, and
hid in the water along the bank. When they got back to camp, Price counted
nine bullet holes in her dress. Eshkeldahsilah, relieved to see his daughter still alive, cried and said he would have gone to Camp Grant to fight
the soldiers if she had been killed. His men wanted to go anyway, even
though the soldiers had stolen their horses. Eshkeldahsilah's men returned
to the White Mountains instead. Historians have traced the wrath of two
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Chiricahua warriors, Geronimo and Cochise, on their path of vengeance.
Eshkeldahsilah never joined the two famed Apache warriors; if he had, it
would have been on this dayY
Eshkeldahsilah and his people stayed on their guard. They planted additional farm sites along the Black River to increase their food reserves, and
Eshkeldahsilah tried to keep his men mentally prepared: "If any trouble
comes to us, and some of you should run off and leave your women and
children behind, then you will not be men. Then you will not be in my
mind as good men any longer. You better stand against any enemy, all of
you, if they should come." Eshkeldahsilah knew that his men would not
risk losing his respect, Goodwin writes. However, Eshkeldahsilah watched
as his neighbors-the Tontos, the Chiricahuas, and the Mimbres in New
Mexico-fought the Americans; the futility became more apparent as time
passed. The White Mountain Apaches were "anxious to avoid the fate that
had befallen their neighbors." Drought continued to take its toll on the
region as well. The combination of a lack of food and the desire to avoid
warfare drove the White Mountain Apaches to seek peace. l
In the spring of 1865, the Apaches began seeking supplies at Fort Goodwin,
a new post along the Gila River built on ground so swampy that eventually
the army abandoned it because the troops there kept getting sick. Maj. James
Gorman told the Apache visitors to send their head chief to negotiate a peace
agreement. Gorman did not expect to see the Apaches again, and in any case,
he had other things to think about. The post had not seen any grain for its
horses in over five months, and several animals had died. The remaining
horses were in no shape for rugged duty in the mountains. When Eshkeldahsilah arrived at the gates of Fort Goodwin carrying a white flag with four
hundred Eastern White Mountain Apaches, Gorman had no idea what to do.
He had no food to give to the Apaches, so he talked to them and told them to
go in peace. However, Gorman's supervisor, Gen. John S. Mason, thought
that the Apaches had lied about their peaceful intent and that Gorman was a
drunk and was unfit for command. A short time later, Mason transferred
Gorman to Fort Bowie. Eshkeldahsilah and his people left the fort with the
impression that they had negotiated a lasting peace, but the military soon
forgot about the talks between Gorman and Eshkeldahsilah. '9
By 1869 little had changed. Arizona settlers wanted Cochise brought to
justice. They believed that his capture would end the violence. Although
much of the nation began to call for reform in Indian policy, the Southwest
rejected this thinking. Some Americans believed that the extermination of
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Indians would be the only solution for peace. As the events unfolded, the
u.s. government had no coherent Indian policy for Arizona. It had yet to
establish a single Apache reservation.
The Coyoteros continued to live far away from American settlements, and,
save for the occasional stock raids (mostly in Mexico), avoided these settlements altogether. Eshkeldahsilah grew uneasy as time passed and the soldiers
continued to ignore his offer of peace. U.S. Army soldiers kept pressing for
military control of the region. The Whites had poisoned three of his allies
and other Apaches gathered at Goodwin Springs. Meanwhile, Eshkeldahsilah's
influence began to decline and the fortunes of others improved.
Although Miguel had driven Pedro out of Cibecue territory earlier, the
two chiefs settled their differences. Pedro no longer lived among the
Nadots'osin. Miguel and Pedro did their best to uphold peace with the Whites.
Miguel maintained cordial relationships with some White settlers. When
two frontiersmen, Corydon Cooley and Wood Dodd, asked Miguel and his
younger brother, Diablo, to lead them to a lost mine, Miguel agreed. Cooley
became so friendly with the Cibecue bands that he later married two of
Pedro's daughters. Still, most Arizonans viewed all Apaches as one cohesive
tribe and Cochise remained at large. When word got out that Cooley and
Dodd lived among the Cibecues, it led to rumors that they had sold firearms to the Apaches.
In July of 1869, Lt. Col. John Green led his troops into the White Mountains as a demonstration of force and to investigate rumors of an illegal gunrunning operation. Green knew little about the Western Apache bands at
the time; few Americans did. Before Green's campaign could get very far,
Miguel approached the soldiers and said his band wanted peace. In response
Green sent Capt. John Barry and fifty soldiers to Miguel's camp with vague
instructions that included exterminating the village if necessary. When Barry
arrived at the camp, a white flag hung from every wickiup. Men, women,
and children came out to greet the soldiers and cut corn for their horses.
Barry's party never fired a shot. Green's troops destroyed a cornfield in the
area, but when Barry reported on the peaceful reception that his troops had
experienced at Miguel's village, Green began to rethink his stance on the
Coyoteros. Green ventured into Apache land believing what most Americans did: Apaches acted as one tribe, and a hostile one at that. Green, a
traditional military man who had little use for critical thinking about the
differences between various bands, began to question his assumptions about
Apaches. He passed this information on to his superiors. Miguel had even
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volunteered the services of his men as scouts. Green became convinced
that Miguel was friendly, and that Cooley had nothing to hide. 2o
In November Green and his men again rode north to the White Mountains to explore the possibility of building a wagon route through the region.
Upon his arrival, Green tried to establish contact with the Western Apache
chiefs and he met with Miguel. A couple of days later, Eshkeldahsilah showed
up at Green's camp. They shook hands, smoked, ate, and talked. Green later
described the chief as elderly but handsome and dignified looking. Eshkeldahsilah spent the night at Green's camp and prepared to leave the next day.
When Green asked about the wagon route, Eshkeldahsilah recommended a
route through the Zuni villages to the east and provided a guide.
A few days later, Eshkeldahsilah traveled to the White River with about ten
men and sixty-five women to visit a detachment of Green's forces led by Capt.
William Kelly. When Eshkeldahsilah arrived at the soldier's camp the two
men shook hands. The chief asked for food to supply his people. The soldiers
then watched as the Apaches camped next to them and danced until well
after midnight; Eshkeldahsilah later began a speech to his people that would
last until dawn. In the morning, the women gathered berries while the men
and boys played sports. The Nadots'osin remained there for several days. Later,
the Apaches turned over a Mexican woman to the soldiers. The woman had
lived among them for years and did not want to leave, but the Apaches, perhaps aware that this violated U.S. policy, released her to the troops.
Satisfied that he had found a suitable wagon route, Green led his troops
south back to Camp Grant. A number of the Apaches followed them, but
Eshkeldahsilah remained suspicious ofthe soldiers and stayed behind. 2! Green
also never completely trusted Eshkeldahsilah. He described numerous events
in his report that raised his suspicions of Eshkeldahsilah, but he failed to fully
explain his distrust for the Apache chief. Green thought that Cochise may
have been in the area, and that Eshkeldahsilah had warned the Chiricahua
chief of the presence of U.S. troops. Cochise may have been near, but Green
learned from the freed Mexican woman that the White Mountain band had
not helped him in battle for a number of years. The two bands traded stolen
stock from time to time, she told him, but otherwise the White Mountains
did not have much contact with the Chiricahuas. Green did not understand
the relationships of various Apache bands, shifting alliances, or the possibility
that the chief may have wanted to maintain concurrent friendships with both
Cochise and the Whites. Green was so impressed with the Coyoteros as a
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whole and their intentions to remain at
peace that he later recommended the
United States establish a reservation and
military post in the White Mountains.
Gen. Edward 0. C. Ord, one ofthe commanders in the region, called the suggestion "interesting and important."22
The fragile nature of AmericanApache relations became clear when
U.S. troops killed seven people in an
attack on a group of White Mountain
Apaches roasting mescal. Eshkeldahsilah moved his people to the Black River,
away from their traditional White River
farms. At night women and children
slept under brush for safety while the
men stayed at camp. When Eshkeldahsilah confronted some of the soldiers he trusted regarding the attack,
they explained that the soldiers who
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assaulted his people originated from an
outpost in another region and assured him that such an incident would not
happen again. He moved his people back to White River. 23
Eshkeldahsilah and his people faced an uncertain future. Old alliances
had crumbled as chiefs died or moved away, and he had lost considerable
influence. To make matters worse, Eshkeldahsilah's authority frequently
went unnoticed among White soldiers, either because they did not know of
his reputation or because they had disregarded it. In the eyes of U.S. soldiers, Pedro and Miguel's willingness to offer their men as scouts elevated
their status as leaders. In July of 1870, Green rece'ived orders to build a post
on the White River. By this time, Coyotero food supplies had diminished.
Green had destroyed much of their crop in the fall and a June frost killed
the next crop. So many army patrols rode through southern Arizona that
the Apaches feared traveling too far to gather mescal. A drought had also
reduced game herds. Without mescal, corn, and venison, the Apaches had
very little to eat. The situation at Camp Apache became so severe that children asked soldiers for their saddle blankets to keep warm at night. 24
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Gen. George Stoneman visited the area in the fall of 1870 and spoke to
each of the four principle Western Apache chiefs: Eshkeldahsilah, Pedro,
Miguel, and Captain Chiquito. John Huguenot Marion, a reporter for the
Prescott (Ariz.) Miner, traveled with the general and later wrote about these
encounters. Miguel impressed the reporter as a shrewd, intelligent leader,
but Eshkeldahsilah failed to impress him at all. Although Marion realized
that Eshkeldahsilah had lived peacefully for years, he pointed out that it was
"not for any love they have for us, but from motives of policy." Marion wrote
that Eshkeldahsilah's reputation as a leader sank to "insignificance" over
the years, even though the chiefhad once been known as "Captain Grande."
The soldiers completed their survey of the new post, and the chiefs addressed them as they prepared to leave. Eshkeldahsilah annoyed the soldiers when he announced that "he had much to say, and was going to say it."
Anxious to get on the road, the soldiers squirmed as the chief continued.
Marion said, "We were forced to listen to the old barbarian. The veins in his
aged neck swelled until they were as large as a man's fingers." Eshkeldahsilah
said he was glad that God had brought them all together again so they could
smoke in peace, which the soldiers took as a "gentle hint for some cigarritoes
Isic], which were immediately furnished and passed around." Impatient,
racist, and arrogant, the soldiers and Marion rightly assessed that they held
the upper hand. It would be many long and bloody years before the United
States subdued the Apaches throughout Arizona. Had they listened respectfully to Apache leaders, they might have prevented the further loss of life.
Each of the leaders lamented the loss of their former prosperity. Eshkeldahsilah said that his band once owned a large amount oflivestock and had
corn in their fields, but now they had nothing. Miguel said that God had
made the White man rich and the red man poor. Pedro also complained of
lack of food for his people and warned that he might raid the Navajos to
help solve this problem. Marion hardly could contain his contempt.
The fact that the Apaches had no food largely because they discontinued
raiding to remain at peace with Americans seemed lost on Marion and the
soldiers. Raiding had always been a source of food when crops had failed
and game had grown scarce. They had endured drought and attacks from
outsiders before. Raiding provided what nature could not. Now that the
soldiers had successfully halted Apache raiding, they seemed uninterested
in the fate of Apache subsistence and survival. The soldiers saw this as the
government's problem, and although they pointed it out periodically, the
government responded slowly.
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Gov. Anson P. K. Safford visited the reservation in August and found the
White Mountain territory rich in resources- timber, water, game, fish, and
grazing land - "with sufficient arable lands to satisfy the want of the Indians
and not enough to excite the cupidity of the whites." However, the Western
Apaches, he said, remained poor. The governor met with Eshkeldahsilah
and walked away convinced that the Apaches would live peacefully if the
right person supervised the reservation. 25
The Apaches still had no reservation. Camp Apache remained a military
post, and Eshkeldahsilah and his people lived close to the soldiers while
government discussions about reservation boundaries continued. Throughout the Arizona Territory, formal Apache reservations did not exist. As White
soldiers patrolled the field, the thorny question of what to do with Apaches
who did not wish to fight remained a central concern. South of Camp
Apache; a number of Arivaipa Apache bands led by Chief Eskiminzin had
also surrendered to American authorities and lived outside Camp Grant
while soldiers awaited further instructions.
Racism and hatred continued to influence events. White settlers in Tucson still thought ofApaches as one cohesive tribe and viewed all bands with
suspicion. The idea of a group of Apaches living under the protection of
troops did not sit well in Tucson. On 28 October 1871, a group of about one
hundred Mexicans, Anglos, and Papagos left Tucson with nothing more in
common than a shared hatred of Apaches. They approached Camp Grant·
at dawn and killed about 120 Aravaipas in their sleep. News of the massacre
spread quickly. The public outcry was enormous. Vincent Colyer, Secretary of the Board of Indian Commissioners, traveled to the Southwest to
help carry out Pres. Ulysses S. Grant's Peace Policy, a measure aimed at
placing Indians on reservations, teaching them the fundamentals of Christianity and farming, and preparing them for citizenship. Colyer tried to meet
with Apache leaders, but had difficulty locating them. 26
News of the Fort Grant Massacre rattled Eshkeldahsilah. He considered
the Aravaipa chief Eskiminzin a friend and ally, and more than likely considered the implications for his own bane\. If the troops could not protect
Eskiminzin's band near Camp Grant, then how could they protect
Eshkeldahsilah's people at Camp Apache? In mid-May Eshkeldahsilah took
about six hundred of his people and fled into the mountains. In order to
escape, they stole horses from the soldiers. One Apache killed a soldier standing guard over the Camp Apache herd. Initially, Green thought that only
Eshkeldahsilah's band had left, but only Miguel and about 275 Apaches
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remained at the post. In July of 1870, Green had estimated that fifteen hundred Coyoteros lived in the area. Green saw himself as a soldier, not a diplomat. He came into Apache territory to fight Apaches, and had taken a risk
when he argued in favor of a White Mountain reserve in the first place. He
felt betrayed by the breakout, and contemplated "exterminating" the entire
tribe. 27 At first Green cut off contact with Miguel and then demanded that
the chief arrest the man who killed the soldier. When Miguel insisted that
the man was not a member of his band, Green persisted. To atone for this
loss, Miguel had one of Eshkeldahsilah's men killed.
By September Colyer had given up on finding any Apache leaders in
New Mexico to meet with, so he moved west to Camp Apache. He sent for
Eshkeldahsilah and Miguel and tried to smooth things over. Eshkeldahsilah
admitted stealing the horses from the soldiers, but he complained that someone outside of his band had killed the soldier, and ~e was angry that Miguel
had retaliated by killing a member of the White Mountain band. The two
chiefs stood forty feet apart, arms folded. Eventually, Colyer, Green, and an
interpreter convinced them to shake hands, and Eshkeldahsilah moved his
people back to the camp.2
In June of 1871, Gen. George Crook took charge of operations in Arizona
Territory and patiently waited for the Peace Policy to run its political course.
As Colyer traveled throughout the state, Crook quietly organized his forces.
One of the changes Crook would make was to enlist Apaches as scouts.
Historians have written about the importance of these scouts in the years
that followed. 29
In December the government set boundaries for the White Mountain
reserve, and in the spring of 1872, Gen. Oliver O. Howard visited Camp
Apache. Although he found that the Cibecue and White Mountain bands
were "not very friendly to each other," eventually they overlooked their differences and agreed to treaty terms he presented them. Howard then invited the Western Apache chiefs to Washington, D.C., for a talk with the
president. Eshkeldahsilah was the oldest of the three, Howard said, and
"enjoyed the reputation ofloving peace." The chieftold the general to look
into his "large clear eyes to assure there was no badness in him."
The party of soldiers and the Western Apache chiefs set out for Washington on a Saturday. On Sunday Howard, who was a religi.ous man, insisted
that the party stop and rest to observe the Sabbath. Miguel grew bored during the delay and left, promising to return. He rejoined the party three days
later. They continued eastward and encountered the sorts of trouble one
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would expect on such a journey: an outfitter kicked by a mule and sent
flying into the Rio Grande, a river shore so muddy they had to abandon the
mule team, and soldiers getting drunk in Santa Fe. When the party finally
boarded a train, Howard recounted, the Apaches grew afraid, but their fear
quickly turned to wonder after the train moved a few miles, and they soon
began to count the passing hills and mountain peaks. 30
When the Apaches arrived in Washington, the government supplied fresh
clothes, food, and a place to stay. Four days later, President Grant spoke to
Eshkeldahsilah. The Apache chief complained to the president about the
soldiers who had burned his cornfields and killed his people. Grant apologized and promised to send him cattle and horses. He showed Eshkeldahsilah
a rock and promised that the peace between the two nations would last as
long as that rock, a promise that Whites had been making to Indians throughout their shared history. The president gave Eshkeldahsilah a good repeating rifle and cartridges, some calico, sugar, coffee, pots, and silverware. 3l
When the Apaches returned to the White Mountain reservation, however, the differences between the bands surfaced once again. Eshkeldahsilah
grew more and more isolated. Miguel and his band camped on the east side
of the White River with the soldiers. Pedro's people also stayed on the east
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side, Cooley and his new Apache wives lived among them. Eshkeldahsilah
stayed on the opposite bank and frequently quarreled with his Cibecue neighbors. One day a fight broke out between the Nadots'osin and Pedro's Tea tel
dn clan. The two chiefs, Eshkeldahsilah and Pedro, sat together peacefully
smoking and watching their people fight. Eshkeldahsilah stood up and told
his men not to be afraid, to go in and attack. Then he sat back down. Pedro
stood up and also encouraged his men.
Eleven men died that day. Pedro was among them, but Goodwin does not
say exactly how he perished. From that point on, the American government
viewed Eshkeldahsilah's people as troublemakers. Occasionally, restless young
Apaches from the White Mountain band left their reservation to join
Chiricahua bands on raids. The tracks of stolen herds occasionally led back
across the reservation border. Eshkeldahsilah sensed his power slipping away.

It had been diminishing for years. For a long time, he and neighboring chiefs
Pedro and Miguel had sought peace with the White soldiers while struggling
to retain control over their people, over events, over anything. The fate of
these three chiefs bound them together, and though they remained civil to
one another over the years, their real obligation was to their local group or
clan. Loyalties shifted to suit their needs. Eshkeldahsilah could once call on
a number of chiefs to help him fight, but he began to lose allies starting in
1863 with the poisonings at Goodwin Springs. Hacke dlle, an important Eastern White Mountain Apache ally to Eshkeldahsilah, left the region as soon as
soldiers started building their fort. Hacke dlle never returned.
The soldiers built their fort on White Mountain Apache homelands, while
the Cibecue chiefs won the White man's favor, returning to their traditional
lands when it suited them. Events had pushed this situation beyond the
control of anyone chief as the Apaches tried to balance the old ways and
the new. Marion said that Eshkeldahsilah "sank into insignificance and disrepute," but he may have overstated the situation as he had a tendency to
do. There is no indication that the chief had lost respect among his own
people, but clearly he had lost influence over others around him. His power
did not reach as far as it once did. Perhaps he looked back on the day his
uncle died so many years ago, before he had finished his training.
Eshkeldahsilah's days as leader of the Nadots'osin were over. He passed
his authority on to his nephew, Palone. But Palone could not control the
young men any better than his uncle 32 It would not have made much difference. The soldiers kept coming. The Americans gripped Apache lands. After defeating the Tontos, the military quickly turned its attention to fighting
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Chiricahua bands. Eshkeldahsilah is not mentioned much in the records of
the years that follow, and what happened to him remains unclear. Anna
Price says that he was stabbed in the back during a fight about this time.
Eshkeldahsilah's adopted son Inda killed the man responsible for stabbing
him. The chieflay there for a long time before anyone knew he was alive.
Price does not say what happened after Eshkeldahsilah was stabbed, but
only that he could not ride a horse and was put on a litter strung between
two burros and taken back to the camp. General Howard says that both
Eshkeldahsilah and Miguel were killed a few years after their visit to Washington, during a "petty Indian outbreak."33 Goodwin writes that Eshkeldahsilah moved to the Gila Valley and probably died in the late 1880s or
1890S. Neil Buck, a man that Goodwin described as a middle-aged Apache,
saw the chief when he grew old. Buck gave the following description to
Goodwin:
I remember him when he was a very old man living at Dewey Flat. He
later died there. One time a big cloudburst came, and with it a wall of
water descending the river. This old man was camped close to the river
with other people. They left the bottom, seeking higher ground,
forgetting about the old man. I saw him coming along by himself,
dragging his blanket, crying and saying, "Nothing is afraid of me any
more (the water). Long ago it was not that way. Then everything was
afraid of me."34
And so Eshkeldahsilah passed from view, a shadow on a land where he
once lived freely, where the water comes and spills into deep canyons. We
do not know how he died. Nevertheless, he was one of the greatest Apache
leaders of his time. His peace offering to the United States was an important gesture that helped secure a reservation for his people, one that remains to this day. He made a promise with Americans but was powerless to
stop the events that followed, events that unfolded because a revolving military leadership forgot the agreements it had made. The Chiricahuas waged
their guerilla war but could not stop the culture of hate and racism that took
control of Apache lands. Eshkeldahsilah watched the complexities of life
and fate wrap around him after he made a simple promise to keep the peace.
He never broke that promise, even as soldiers pressed in around him, the
cornfields burned, and young men slipped away in the night. He never broke
that promise.
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Review Essay
INDIGENOUS PALETTES: SOUTHWEST NATIVE ART AND ARTISTS

Nancy

J. Parezo

A

merica has had a long love affair with Southwest Native American art.
It has been admired, coveted, collected, analyzed, speculated on, and
discussed since contact. Native art is a major component of the southwestern economy and helps shape regional identity. It is almost assumed that
anyone living in the Southwest has a Navajo rug, a Pueblo pot, a Tohono
O'odham basket, or a painting by an Indian artist in their living room. The
art market, which began in the sixteenth century, continues to expand, as
does our knowledge about the producers, purchasers, retailers, and the art

Indian Painters ofthe Southwest: The Deep Remembering. By Katherin L. Chase, foreword by
Diane Reyna. (Santa Fe: School of American Research Press, 2002. 95 pp. 80 color plates,
halftones, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-933452-66-7); Collective Willeto: The Visionary Carvings of a Navajo Artist. Contributions by Shonto Begay, Walter Hopps, Lee Kogan,
Greg LaChapelle, and John and Stephanie Smither, photographs by Bruce Hucko. (Santa Fe:
Museum of New Mexico Press, 2002. viii + 115 pp. 100 color plates, notes, bibliography. $45.00
cloth, ISBN 0-89°13-396-4, $29.95 paper, ISBN 0-89°13-397-2); Native America Collected: The

Culture ofan Art World. By Margaret Dubin. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2001. viii + 184 pp. Color plates, halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-82632174-7); and Pueblo Pottery Figurines: The Expressions ofCultural Perceptions in Clay. By Patricia
Fogelman Lange. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2002. xi + 162 pp. 48 halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2799-0). Nancy J. Parezo is Professor ofAmerican Studies at the University ofArizona. She has worked with Native artists for over
twenty-five years and currently has a book in press documenting the Native peoples who performed at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
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itself. Literature on Native art is vast. In 1985 I published a bibliography of
published information on these topics; from the mid-1850s to 1985, over eleven
thousand articles and books had been published on art and material culture
produced by Southwest Indians. With a corpus of works this large, one might
think nothing is left about which to write. Over the last twenty years, however, books on Native art have continued to proliferate, reflecting changes in
academic and popular scholarship as well as the relationships among museums, collectors,.and Native artists and their communities.

Indian Painters of the Southwest: The Deep Remembering is a book about
a novel research project undertaken by the School of American Research
(SAR) under the direction of Katherin L. Chase, a writer and museum curator well versed in the history and aesthetics of painting. SAR is well known
for its outstanding collections and for its innovative programs that open the
doors to its intimidating but gorgeous vault for Indian artists to view the
work of others and hopefully to find inspiration for their own art. In 1988
Chase, along with Diane Reyna and Gary Yazzie, organized a gathering of
ten respected Pueblo and Navajo painters and asked them to reflect on and
share ideas about their art, struggles, goals, and cultural heritages. Artists
were also asked to contemplate the future directions their work might take.
Participating artists included Michael Kabotie (Hopi), Jeanette Katoney
(Navajo), Linda Lomahaftewa (Hopi/Choctaw), Felice Lucero (San Felipe),
Marcellus Medina (Zia), Diane Reyna (Taos), Mateo Romero (Cochiti),
Alex Seotewa (Zuni), Emmi Whitehorse (Navajo), and Gary Yazzie (Navajo). A brief biography of each artist, along with examples of their works
and their feelings on their lives as artists, forms the heart of the book.

Indian Painters of the Southwest records the group's discussion so that others can reflect on their insights and perspectives, best summarized by Whitehorse as all their attempts to "take tradition and mold it into modern concepts
and a universal language" (p. 13)' This short book, richly illustrated with paintings by the participants and examples from the SAR's extensive collections,
also includes discussion of the project "Deep Remembering," the project
goals, and an essay by Chase on Indian painting traditions in the American
Southwest. Her essay is an excellent overview of issues, cross-cultural influences, and artistic developments since the 1860s.
One of the insightful comments found in Indian Painters of the Southwest was written by Kathleen Whitaker in her introduction: "No longer can
the Native American canvas be annexed to the tenets of tribal and therefore
'primitive' art" (p. Il). It is too bad that the essayists who wrote for Collective
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Willeto: The Visionary Carvings of a Navajo Artist did not understand that
fact, for that is just what they did. The weakest of the four books reviewed
here, Collective Willeto is a catalogue that accompanied a 2002 exhibit of
works produced between 1961 and 1964 by Navajo carver Charlie Willeto.
The catalogue has gorgeous photographs that memorialize the intriguing
exhibit. The essays, however, are disappointing and often contain contradictory information about Willeto, inaccuracies about Dine culture, and
universalizing folkloristic explanations that generally show a lack of basic
understanding about holistically interrelated Dine worldview, religion, and
aesthetics. The most tantalizing parts of this book are an all-too-short (two
page) thought piece by Dine artist Shonto Begay, which addresses Begay's
own work and his reactions to Willeto's art, and the scattered references to
Willeto and his family. Unfortunately, Willeto's biographical information is .
very sketchy, and does not even include some basic information -such as
Willeto's clans- that are essential for understanding the man and his work.
The catalogue left me wantirig more of the interview with Willeto's family
and less unnecessary speculation about Willeto's "collective unconscious"
motives and symbolism.
Collective Willeto is a book designed for collectors and connoisseurs, for
those who want to look at the art from a universalizing artistic perspective.
Although it attempts to include Dine perspectives, this is not a book for
scholars of Dine or Southwest Indian art and culture or for those interested
in the socioeconomic dynamics and political history of collecting. Native
America Collected by Margaret Dubin, however, is such a book. In this "criticism of contemporary Native American fine arts," American Indian Studies
professor Dubin aims to write a comprehensive history of Native American
art that is politically informed. As many other scholars have discovered, this
is a worthy but daunting task. Dubin frankly admits she had to scale back
her ambitious goals and focus only on the elite market, eliminating from
her discussion the other culturally internal and cross-culturally external
markets that constitute the contemporary Native American art world. Dubin's
book, therefore, is about one type of collecting that is influential in the
Southwest and has had a tremendous impact on Native American artists.
The result of Dubin's observations, reflections, and impressive set of interviews is a series of insightful postmodern essays on topics that inform
contemporary collecting and artistic criticism. The author discusses climensions of collecting that have not been given the attention they deserve; her
chapter on museum exhibits and the problems inherent in artistic critiques
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of contemporary works is particularly good. Dubin sees each essay as an
initial attempt to map significant features of the cross-cultural interactions
of producing, selling, and buying art. Further, these essays examine the
uneven distribution and constant negotiation of power in marketplace transactions. Her book contains an excellent summary of the impact of colonialism and capitalism on sections of the Native American art world and shows
how market demand has homogenized Western perceptions of what constitutes "authentic" lndian art.

Native America Collected has much to offer those interested in Native
American art, although the book focuses on American culture. The book
includes a fairly complete literature review of the history of collecting and an
analysis of recent legislation that affects how Native American art is produced,
marketed, and sold. Native America Collected advances the development of
historically and politically sensitive artistic criticism and connoisseurship about
contemporary Native American fine art. Dubin's strength is how she pulls
together her thoughts and observations about American elite collecting in a
systematic manner. The book is well written and nicely illustrated.
Although Dubin's work is firmly embedded in contemporary critical culhlral anthropology theory, Patricia Fogelman Lange strives to formulate a theory
of Puebloan artistic and aesthetic sensibilities that is ostensively non-anthropological, one that rejects the "ethnographic other," yet relies heavily on over
one hundred years of anthropological research. Pueblo Pottery Figurines is a
theoretical work that explores aesthetic expressions and cultural perceptions
of Cochiti clay figurines. Lange, a postmodern art historian, critic, and artist
looks .at creative differences based on a sense of taste and how traditional
Puebloan (i.e., Keresan) senses of aesthetic appreciation differ from those
of Euroamericans and other Native groups. Most of the well-written, wellillustrated, and intriguing book concentrates on Cochiti aesthetic knowledge.
Lange shows how this knowledge is functionally integrated into other aspects
of Cochiti culture and society and how these sensibilities have expanded to
include production for external markets over the last one hundred years. In
addition Lange explores how artists used the figurines to make artistic statements of social and political criticism using techniques of symbolic inversions and parody that negotiated realities and reflected cross-cultural power
relationships in the development of commodities.
As the body of literature that addresses Native art continues to grow, the
place of these four works in that literature will change. For the time being,
each makes a contribution by revealing or illuminating the relationships
betweeil Native art, artists, collectors, cultures, and the marketplace.

Book Reviews

UFOs over Galisteo and Other Stories of New Mexico's History. By Robert].
Torrez. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2004- xii + 169 pp.
19 halftones, bibliographic notes, glossary, index. $16,95 paper, ISBN 0-826334435-0 .)
In 1992 a Santa Fe editor asked Robert J. Torrez if he would like to write
a regular New Mexico history column for her publication. Torrez agreed,
and since at that time he was state historian with the New Mexico State
Records Center and Archives (NMSRCA), he had unprecedented access to
an often-overlooked collection of rich primary materials. UFOs over Galisteo
consists of more than thirty-five of these newspaper columns, all supported
by brief biographical notes, as well as a helpful glossary of archaic Spanish
terms. Taken as a whole, this shotgun collection ofessays provides a tantalizing glimpse into the lives of ordinary New Mexicans from the eighteenth
to the early twentieth century.
Because the NMSRCA is the official government repository, many of
the essays by Torrez focus on the prominent public concerns of the time
period: the early-nineteenth-century Hispanic settlers' fear of Ute and Navajo raiders; the near panic when a Ute delegation visited Santa re in 1844;
disputes over acequias and failed business ventures; and an almost comical
"Taos tax revolt" in 1816.
The official records also contain numerous tales of people running afoul
of the law. From 1849 to 1908, for example, territorial officials legally executed fifty-one people. Accused murderer Theodore Baker of Las Vegas
has the dubious distinction of being hanged twice, as the initial vigilante
effort fell short of the mark. Hillsboro teenagers Valentine Madrid and Alma
Lyons were headed for the same fate-for allegedly slipping arsenic into
Madrid's husband's coffee- but the governor commuted their sentences to
life imprisonment at the very last moment. (They were eventually pardoned
in 1920.) In 1896 the Silver City Enterprise noted with apparent glee that
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nine accused murderers were scheduled to be hanged on the same day,
which "beats the record for the west" (p. 87)' Territorial New Mexico seems
to have earned its reputation as a fairly rugged place in which to live.
Perhaps ironically, the written documents that Torrez draws upon also
point to the crucial role that words played in this largely oral culture. In
1880, for example, several people swore that they saw an "air machine" shaped
like a large fish hovering over what is now Lamy. The consensus: it was a
balloon sent from China with a secret message for a traveler. In 1910 rumors
of a widespread Taos Indian revolt caused the governor to call out the militia, only to discover that a single fence had been cut in a land boundary
dispute. When Santa Fean Anna Maria Romero called a woman a puta
(whore) in public, she was forever banished to Albuquerque. In a largely
oral culture, words can carry a power all their own.
Overall, this brief collection of essays is a delight. Torrez strikes just the
right tone as he skillfully lifts the curtain on the semi-obscure worlds of
scores of "forgotten people" in New Mexico's complex and fascinating past.
Ferenc M. Szasz
University of New Mexico

Santa Fe Hispanic Culture: PreseTliing Identity in a Tourist Town. By Andrew
Leo Lovato. (Albuquerque: University ofNew Mexico Press, 2004. xiii + 140 pp.

13 halftones, 4 maps, bibliography, index. $24·95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-3225-0.)
Tourism, Santa Fe, Hispano culture, and identity make for an interesting mix and are the stuff of academic musings. Andrew Leo Lovato attempts
to understand the dynamics of cultural intervention in New Mexico in his
book Santa Fe Hispanic Culture. Over the last 120 years, various individuals
and groups in collusion with the tourist industry have attempted to manipulate Hispano cultural production to produce a myth of Spanish colonial
traditionalism through the process of commodification. This myth
essentializes the Native peoples of Santa Fe and the surrounding villages
into bearers of New Mexico's cultural essence-archetypal New Mexicans
living not in an arid and punishing landscape but in a mythic land of sunshine and enchantment. In this mythic landscape, Hispano material culture and intellectual property have been recontextualized by elite arbiters
of culture and displayed in galleries, museums, and markets. These venues
display the landscape and cultures of New Mexico as historical tableaux,
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transcending the complexities of everyday life and representing Native people
as "other," or as Ian McKay describes, spectacles to be appropriated and
enjoyed within the objectifying gaze of tourism.
The ungainly and somewhat cumbersome term commodification denotes
a particular social construction of things that people value: commodities.
Commodification, then, refers to the social process of transforming and converting ideas, objects, and events into articles of trade or commerce in the
capitalistic marketplace, and turning social activities into economic ones.
Lovato's book is an example of "contested commodification," in which the
author shares his personal and social conflict about the process and its result.
The engine that drives much of Lovato's analysis is tourism. Tourism is the
glue that binds together the various stakeholders in Santa Fe-locals, artists,
politicians, and patrons. Lovato attempts to explain how tourist consumption
and tourist site productions merge to create a tradition of tourism in New
Mexico and Santa Fe that feeds the economy but dilutes the local culture.
These economic and social transactions include the commodification and
the marketing of Hispano cultural production as well as the transformation of
Hispano iclentity. Lovato relies on a few texts to move the discussion of tourism and the preservation of Hispano identity forward, particularly the wellresearched work of Chris Wilson. However, one of Lovato's shortcomings is
his rel!ance on a limited range of texts, which waters down his research.
Lovato's book addresses an important topic with great scholarly potential, but he fails to treat the subject with academic rigor. Santa Fe Hispanic
Culture may serve as an introductory text that will perhaps pique the interest of the passing tourist, but readers seeking source material or insights into
the complex questions of identity and culture in the multifaceted town that
is Santa Fe should look elsewhere.
Dennis Peter Trujillo
Albuquerque, New Mexico

jChistes! Hispanic Humor of Northern New Mexico and Southern Colorado.
Edited and translated by Nasario Garcia, foreword by John Nichols. (Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2004- xiv + 176 pp. Glossary. $29.95 cloth,
ISBN 0-89013-430-8, $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-89013-431-6.)
Respected New Mexico folklorist Nasario Garda, now over ninety
years old, has dedicated much of his distinguished career to gathering and
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preserving Nuevomexicano folklore through interviews with scores of los
viejitos (the old ones). This endeavor is not an idle mission. In certain areas
of Nuevomexicano art and culture, there is a race against time to record
and safeguard traditional folk literature, music, choreography, and visual
art techniques. The living repositories of the old ways, as recited, written,
created, danced, or expressed since colonial times through the early twentieth century, have almost all disappeared.
A former professor of languages at New Mexico Highlands University,
Garda has collected, translated, and published several collections of folk
tales and histories. In jChistes! (anecdotes or jokes) he turns his attention to
the humor of northern New Mexico and southern Colorado, two areas that
have been united as one cultural region much longer than they have been
separated by a state line. The result is a book of hilarity that is unique in
current New Mexico literature.
Here, the reader will find jokes presented in both English and Spanish,
and listed alphabetically by the names of the forty-three men and women
who provided them during interviews with Garda, and through prior publications by Juan B. Rael and Philomeno Sanchez. The contributors range
in age from sixty to ninety years old, and thirty-four of them live in rural
communities.
The chistes touch on a variety of themes from expansions on a simple
observation, "Corn is Like a Lie," to pranks, "Bread Made of Dung," double
entendres in the original Spanish (with explanations in English), the ubiquitous don Cacahuate and dona Cebolla (Mr. Peanut and Mrs. Onion,
classic characters of border humor), and, interestingly, outwitted kings.
New Mexico chistes about royalty prompt curiosity about their age and
origins, given the established antiquity of some Spanish folk poetry on the
subject of royalty that has been collected in New Mexico. Some of these
jokes could have been told in colonial times, but others are definitely
contemporary. Most are witty, clever, funny, or silly. For others, "you had
to be there."

To

assist with navigating New Mexico's well-known Cervantian varia-

tions of the Spanish language, the author includes a glossary of regional
words and their standard Spanish versions. John Nichols provides an amusing foreword to set the stage, and Garda's introduction provides helpful
background and context to the anecdotes. This book should be of interest to a
wide audience of folklorists, anthropologists, linguists, bilingual and Spanish-
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speaking readers in general, and Nuevomexicanos of all ages with an interest in their cultural legacy.

Mary Montano
University ofNew Mexico

Georgia O'Keeffe and New Mexico: A Sense ofPlace. By Barbara Buhler Lynes,
Lesley Poling-Kempes, and Frederick W. Turner. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press, 2004- 143 pp. 66 color plates, 20 halftones, index. $39.95
cloth, ISBN 0-691-11659-8.)
If you know northern New Mexico, you will cherish the images and three
fine essays in Georgia O'Keeffe and New Mexico: A Sense ofPlace. If not, it
will make you yearn to go there to experience for yourself its epic mountains, canyons, rivers, and deserts.
For forty years, O'Keeffe roamed much of this territory. Sometimes she
made notations in pencil, pen, and watercolor. Sometimes she set up her
easel on a windy site. Sometimes she took her own photographs in order to
enlarge or compress a space she wished to render on canvas later in her
studio. New Mexico was the country of O'Keeffe's spirit and she painted it
from sixty known sites during 1929 to 1971, when at the age of eighty-four,
she lost her central vision to macular degeneration.
The images reproduced in this small, lovely book are instructively orgaIiized into eight of O'Keeffe's favorite places: Taos, Alcalde, Tierra Azul,
Black Place, Chama River, White Place, and the territories around her
Abiquiu and Ghost Ranch homes.
As Barbara Buhler Lynes points out in her essay, O'Keeffe's depictions of
the landscape look literal at first glance, but they are intrinsically abstract.
Often natural colors are used as points of departure to intensify her palette;
the forms are manipulated. When we become aware of this, the paintings
become excitingly ambiguous - at once potent and reticent -like the painter
herself.
The book's contemporary photographs, taken by Mark Kane and Herbert
Lotz, capture O'Keeffe's actual sites and illustrate just how inventively she
synthesizecl points of view and how often she relied on camera lens information to do it (two photographs by Todd Webb depict her wielding her
own Leica). The compression of space in Red Hill and Bones in 1941 (p.

106) is a perfect example.
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to see how often the artist
chose to emphasize the same abstract geometric forms in this landscape
that she had loved and used since 1915-especially the triangle (Hill, New
lIS

Mexico, 1935, p. 23), the spiral (The Mountain, New Mexico, 1935, p, 94),
the circle (Red Hills and White Flower, 1937, p. 97), and the curving plant
forms of Art Nouveau (Stump in Red Hills, 1940, p. 107).
Lesley Poling-Kempes's essay documents and describes the geologic layers- Cretaceous, Jurassic, Triassic - of the great cliffs around O'Keeffe's beloved Ghost Ranch, which she painted repeatedly. She is known even to have
put stone dust and sand into her pigments to attain a secret verisimilitude.
Frederick W. Turner offers a personal glimpse of Santa Fe's regional and
social history-a realm O'Keeffe chose not to enter-and then describes a
recent pilgrimage he took to some of her favorite hills, gullies, and cliffs:
still remote, still beautiful. O'Keeffe's essential solitude is never more apparent than in her unpeopled western landscapes. She grasped their truth
through all of her senses - not just her eye. Perhaps this freedom that she
felt to be different-to be herself-is what makes her art so American.
Sarah Whitaker Peters
Bronxville, New York

A Woman ofthe Century, Frances Minerva Nunnery (1898-1997): Her Story
in Her Own Memorable Voice as Told to Cecil Dawkins, Edited by Cecil
Dawkins, foreword by Max Evans, (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 2002. xii + 151 pp. 23 halftones. $12.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8263-2851-2.)

"At last spring finally came. Anita was about nine months old. I dug what
cash I had left out of the gallon jar, provided myself with a little from the
larder, put the baby in a basket on the seat [of the Model T] beside me, and
I picked up and left this preacher. I couldn't stand him. I aimed to start a
new life" (p. 38).
Frances Minerva Nunnery was twenty-two years old when she purchased
a Model T Ford touring car with a World War I Liberty Bond, outfitted it as
a camper and left her "arranged" marriage in rural Colorado to start a new
life in New Mexico, What a life it turned out to be, Born in 1898 in Covington, Kentucky, Nunnery died nearly a century later in Silver City, her last
home among the many she made for herself in New Mexico. Her life spanned
the twentieth century and she witnessed all the rapid industrial, technologi-
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cal, and social changes of that period. Nunnery not only made the most of
new opportunities, she shaped them to her liking. Born in an age when
women endured rigid gender restrictions on their behaviors and lifestyles,
Nunnery lived her life according to what she wanted to do next. She has
been described as unconventional, a maverick, and a tanned and weathered Earth Mother, but above all, Nunnery was a clever, industrious woman,
an entrepreneur in the best sense of the term.
In the early decades ofthe twentieth century, many Americans contracted
tuberculosis, including Nunnery, who in 1919 was working for Westinghouse
in Pittsburgh. The company offered to transfer her to the Denver office and
pay medical expenses while she recovered in the mountain climate, but her
mother had another plan for the daughter who she thought ought to be
more "respectable": marriage to a Colorado man who had been attending a
Bible Institute in Pittsburgh. "And that was the beginning of the worst time
of my whole life," Nunnery reported to her editor and friend, Cecil Dawkins.
Not one to stay in a situation she did not like, she loaded up the Model T
with her nine-month-old baby daughter Anita and headed over Raton Pass,
coasting "down into a place where they spoke another language" (p. 39).
Her first stop, and a place she would return to later as a real estate agent,
was the quiet Hispanic-Indian village of Taos. Because her parents had been
in New Mexico when the railroad was being built and had described a landscape of mesas and buttes, filled with the smell of sage and pinon, Nunnery
believed she had "inherited New Mexico in my blood. It felt like coming
home" (p. 42)' Though she continued to "run around the state in the Model
T looking for a place to settle" (p. 43), she never lived anywhere else because "New Mexico has everything" (p. x). In 1929, when a banker offered
her two ranches in Catron County that the bank held through foreclosures,
she became a rancher. Later she purchased two others in Mountainair and
Eagle Nest. In Datil, a tiny town in west central New Mexico, she bought,
rebuilt, and restored the once-bustling Navajo Lodge and ran a turkey farm.
In Albuquerque, however, her entrepreneurial spirit was at its best. Her first
job, thanks to her Model T, was as a chauffeur. Next she hauled manure
from a South Valley stockyard and sold it as fertilizer for gardens and yards.
She worked as a maid at the Franciscan Hotel, became the first woman bus
driver in the city, worked as a grocery checker, and pumped gas. Her creative work ethic took her into the boardinghouse business where she roasted,
packaged, and sold peanuts on the back porch and at a hotdog stand. She
opened an auction house; bought, repaired, and sold old cars; developed a
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delivery service by putting sidecars on motorcycles and hiring young boys
to deliver groceries and other goods; and became a blues singer in Albuquerque nightclubs. According to Nunnery, "You had to have two or three
things going to keep you busy.... I've worked hard all my life, but work's
always been my pleasure.... Do the best you can with the tools you've got;
if you're not making mistakes you're not doing anything" (p. 148).
Nunnery's life was not without sorrows. Circumstances forced her to send
her four-year-old daughter back east to live with her mother. The motherdaughter relationship was challenged again when Nunnery's estranged husband kidnapped the child and took her to Africa; it took Nunnery four years
to get Anita back. Nunnery was almost raped by a brother-in-law as a teen,
and endured marital rape by her first husband. She later remarried and divorced again. She thwarted a burglar in her Taos home in her seventies, and
suffered from arthritis the last fifteen years of her life. Although she is mostly
silent on how she felt about these events, her identity as a twentieth-century
western woman comes through "in her own memorable voice."
Writer Cecil Dawkins has shaped a fascinating portrait of this strong and
strong-minded woman based on interviews with Nunnery in her Silver City
home in the 1990s. Like many western memoirists, Nunnery is spare in
recounting her emotions; nevertheless, the reader is left with the distinct
impression that she lived an adventurous and meaningful life, loved by all
who knew her. Hers is a welcome addition to the growing list of personal
accounts that enhances our knowledge of women's and western history. I
wish I had known her.
Sandra Schackel
Boise State University

Continental Crossroads: Remapping U.S.-Mexico Borderlands History. Edited by Samuel Truett and Elliott Young, foreword by David J. Weber. American Encounters/Global Interactions. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University
Press, 2004. xiv + 344 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, index. $22.95 paper,
822 3-33 89-9, $79.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-3353-8.)
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Continental Crossroads evolved from various encounters among scholars
of Borderlands, Chicana/o, and Latin American history, and from a manuscript symposium at the William P. Clements Center for Southwest Studies
at Southern Methodist University. For the most part junior scholars, the con-
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tributors represent a trend away from persistent traditions of Borderlands scholarship sihlating work on northern Mexico and the U.S. Southwest within
respective nation-states and segregating the training of scholars within fixed
geographic emphases- U.S. or Latin America (although even here the weaker
grounding in Latin American history produces minor errors in some of the
essays). David J. Weber states in the foreword, "They make a case that American history should be transnational as well as transcontinental" (p. ix).
Although the concepts of frontiers, borders, and Borderlands have become theoretically fashionable and perhaps a bit too encompassing in an
era of globalization, editors Truett and Young offer an introduction that
concisely lays out the historiography of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands within
its regional (and Chicana/o) contexts and explains the imperative for delinking Borderlands history from the logic of a specific region (American
West, Southwest, Mexican North) or nation-state. While noting the
marginalized positions of the Mexican North and the U.S. Southwest compared with their respective nations until recently, they take issue with Jeremy Adelman and Stephen Aron who have argued that the rise of hegemonic
nation-states in the early nineteenth century fixed the Borderlands as "nationally and ethnically bounded" (p. 15). The contributors to this volume
describe a much more fluid transnational context in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands (in spite of increasing barriers from the 193os), and their selections
are situated in recent approaches that emphasize the complexities of ethnic
and gendered identities.
We see how ethnic conflicts were negotiated and at times transcended in
essays by Raul Ramos on cooperation between San Antonio Tejanos,
Apaches, and Comanches; by Grace Pena Delgado on Chinese merchants
and laborers in the Arizona-Sonora border region; and by Karl Jacoby on
the African American colony in the Laguna region of Durango. Andres
Resendez complicates Benedict Anderson's thesis about print capitalism
and the nation-state by examining competing literary forms by Mexicans,
Kiowas, and Anglo Americans that produced different notions of ethnic and
national difference. Benjamin Johnson goes beyond questioning who
authored the Plan de San Diego in 1915 to explore in detail how it deepened
divisions among Mexicans in south Texas and laid the basis for subsequent
political alignments. Patriarchy looms large in two essays: Louise Pubols's
analysis of how Californios in southern California retained power for decades after U.S. occupation, and Barbara Reyes's look at how elites appropriated and manipulated the story of a murder perpetrated by a woman in
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Baja California to further ideologically different ends in the late colonial
period and at mid-nineteenth century. Alexandra Minna Stern explores the
ways in which gender stereotypes and models contributed to the racialization
of the border. The editors' contributions- Elliott Young on border journalist Ignacio Martinez and Samuel Truett on border "policeman" Emilio
Kosterlitzky-examine the careers and mentalities of these border crossers
to show how their transnational identities mingled with their Mexicanness
and patriotism as they grappled in very different ways with modernity in the
early twentieth century.
This collection demonstrates that engaging the social and cultural complexities of Borderlands history allows for the historical emergence of individuals, groups, and encounters whose histories have been erased by
hegemonic approaches. At the same time, we must be careful not to overemphasize their agency, as the last essay by Stern implicitly cautions. What
this volume makes clear, however, is that ethnic and power relations in the
Borderlands have not evolved in black-and-white contexts, neatly delineated
by national hegemony and geographical borders.
Susan M. Deeds
Northern Arizona University

Frontier Texas: History ofa Borderland to 1880. By Robert F. Pace and Donald
S. Frazier. (Abilene, Tex.: State House Press, 2004bibliography, index. $19.95 cloth,

ISBN

272

pp. Halftones, maps,

1-88°510-83-9.)

Written in the best narrative tradition, Frontier Texas is full of good stories, wonderful yarns, and pleasing anecdotes. It covers the larger Abilene
country, an area of greater west Texas that the authors, professors of history
at McMurry University in Abilene, call a "borderland" between regions of
settlement. Perhaps ironically, the authors close their narrative in the year

1880, when railroad leaders established Abilene. The book addresses
Comanche life, Spanish exploration, Texas Rangers, frontier military posts,
bison hunting, cattle and sheep ranching, cattle trailing, and other topics
traditionally associatecl with early Anglo occupation of the area.
The authors see the wide, wind-swept prairie country, a region rich in
grasslands that once supported enormous herds of bison and cattle, as a
natural borderland over which various groups competed for control and
occupation. Comanches, for instance, wrestled the territory from Lipan
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Apaches and then battled Spanish soldiers, missionaries, and settlers for the
land. Later, Texas settlers, supported by aggressive Texas Ranger forces and
a growing number of federal military troops, moved into the Comancheclaimed territory.
There is much that is familiar in the book, but there is also much that is
new, especially some of the tales used to illustrate broader themes. The
major theme centers on the struggle for the land, and as a result the book
contains much information on battles, skirmishes, fights, and ambushes,
especially between Comanches and federal and state forces. A second important theme is the transformation of the region, including the extension
of overland mail service, the post-Civil War expansion of cattle raising, the
introduction of barbed wire, and the building of early railroads. A third
theme relates to frontier personalities; carefully chosen vignettes describe
many of the region's "heroes" and leading figures, including men and
women, blacks and American 'Indians, and settlers, soldiers, and explorers.
The book contains many photographs and eight superb maps. It also
contains a few drawings, some of which are recent renditions that unaccountably attribute modern features to such historical characters as Cynthia
Ann Parker, making them look like twenty-first century figures-fashion
models in Cynthia Ann's case.
Finally, the authors designed the book to serve as something of a companion piece to a large, new museum - a "historical attraction" and visitor center
called "Frontier Texas" located on the east side of downtown Abilene. Clearly,
this engaging and informative little book will stand solidly on its own.
Paul H. Carlson
Texas Tech University

Presidio, Mission, and Pueblo: Spanish Architecture and Urbanism in the
United States. By James Early. (Dallas, Tex.: Southern Methodist University
Press, 2004. xii + 260 pp. 16 color plates, 138 halftones, notes, bibliography,
index. $49.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87°74-482-8, $29·95 paper, ISBN 0-87°74-484-4-)
James Early opens Presidio, Mission, and Pueblo with a comment by
Walt Whitman that "Spanish character" would be, in time, an important
part of "America's" (i.e., the United States) national identity (p. 1). Early's
employment of this prophetic observation as a point of departure not only
validates his work but also sets the tone for the volume.
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Each chapter focuses on a state located in the Southeast coastal and Southwest areas of the country, i.e., Florida (including parts of Georgia and South
Carolina), Louisiana, New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, and California. The chapters begin with a historical survey of the region, followed by a discussion of
specific settlements, their founding, development, and architecture. The first
chapter provides a summary of what Early more fully develops in the next six;
the final chapter presents a brief historiography of the study of N ovohispanic
settlements and architecture. This last section concludes with a historical
recap that seems unnecessary, given its brevity and the fact that this information is thoroughly covered in the preceding chapters.
One of the book's strengths is its comprehensive survey of architectural
and urban traditions that not only predate the United States, but inform a
significant part of its living cultural heritage-one that has been overshadowed, historically, by the U.S.-British colonial period, imd geographically,
by New England. Ironically, the indissoluble conjunction of U.S. and Mexican geography, histories, and populations is implicit in Early's nation-oriented approach. The U.S.-Mexico border, established in 1848, not only
fragmented contiguous space but most significantly time and memory. What
remained within the United States' geopolitical framework was reconfigured
in response to the politically driven demands of emerging nationalist ideas
and representations. This observation underscores a potentially problematic approach in historical surveys of this sort: imposing a contemporary,
organizational model onto a geographic and cultural context, which was
conceptually, politically, and spatially aligned along very different lines.
States did not yet exist and are thus irrelevant, if not precarious, as interpretive paradigms for this material.
Language, writing style, and inadequate editing, too, pose certain problems. For instance, Early's use of the term North America, identifying only
what is now north of the border, is questionable, given its imprecision, since
Mexico is part of this geographic category. Similarly, other items of information may need to be double-checked, such as the statement regarding
pre-contact Pueblo Indian building practices. The text can also be difficult
to follow at times, since the reader must frequently skip back and forth in
time, successively shifting from one site to another.
James Early's text remains a valuable introduction to norther;l Novohispanic architectural traditions. The detailed information he provides paints
a vivid picture of the social and physical environments in each of the noted
sites, facilitating further inquiry. Early's timely project to properly address
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material normally marginalized in both u.s. and Colonial Mexican art and
architectural studies, and to more widely disseminate this research, constitute significant contributions to our understanding of architecture and urban design in early modern America (i.e., the Western Hemisphere).

Ray Hernandez-Duran
University of New Mexico

Rio Grande. Edited by Jan Reid. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2004. xxiii

+ 337 pp. 50 duotones. $29·95 cloth,

ISBN

0-292-70601-4.)

Famed editor Robert Giroux once remarked that "most editors are failed
writers- but so are most writers." Jan Reid's editorial debut proves him to
be just the opposite-a successful writer with impressive editorial skills. In
Rio Grande, Reid has assembled an intoxicating mix of prose, conveying
the enchantment, struggle, and mystery of the river. Elmer Kelton's easy,
conversational manner is a delight of perception and familiarity. Elena
Poniatowska's tiny story from Guerrero Viejo is a lyric from a tragic love
song. Selections from Texas Monthly display a contradictory neo-journalistic mix of the dispassionate and the lurid.
Classics such as Josiah Gregg's Commerce ofthe Prairies and John Reed's
Insurgent Mexico add touches that no contemporary writer can approach.
Taste this snippet from war reporter Reed, describing Ojinaga, Chihuahua,
during the Mexican Revolution: "You got sudden glints, where the sun
flashed on field gqns; strange, thick clouds of smoke rose straight in the still
air. Toward evening, when the sun went down with the flare of a blast furnace, patrols of cavalry rode sharply across the skyline to the night outposts.
And after dark, mysterious fires burned in the town" (pp. 105-6).
In company such as this, it would be too much to expect Reid to be the
finest writer in the mix, and he does not rise to that stature. All of the authors are solid writers, even if some of the reports have a certain sameness.
True, the acerbic wit of Molly Ivins comes off as shallow in comparison to
the likes of John Graves, Aristeo Brito, or Marfa Eugenia Guerra, but the
book would not be the same-and would not be a fair sampling-if the
frivolous did not mingle with the profound.
Reid chose an arresting selection of photographs to accent the varied
texts. Unexpectedly, it is the much-admired (if over-enhanced) pieces by
Ansel Adams that come off worst. They cannot compete with the simple
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geometric composition of Laura Gilpin's work, the gritty reality of Alan
Pogue, the timeless postcard portraits of Robert Runyon, or the stark landscapes of Earl Nottingham. And there are the remarkable vistas of Marathon, Texas photographer James Evans, and the telling bandito-era shots by
Wilfred Dudley Smithers. What is it about this landscape, this people, that
produces such photographic impact?
There is only one flaw worth mentioning in the book, and it is a flaw that
imbues most work that purports to be about the Rio Grande. Reid's book is
not about the Rio Grande, any more than the others are. That is good, for as
a river, the Rio Grande is in fact a mediocre specimen for most of its length.
The book is about the people of the Rio Grande, about their lives and loves
and conflicts and deaths. It is a compelling story that seizes you and never
lets go.
Jefferson Morgenthaler
Boerne, Texas

Battle for the BIA: G. E. E. Lindquist and the Missionary Crusade against
John Collier. By David W. Daily. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 2004.
xii + 216 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN 0-81652437-8.)
Following the Civil War, the U.S. Indian Bureau invited missionaries
from America's mainline denominations to join with it in the project of
"civilizing and Christianizing" the nation's Native peoples. The agreed upon
goal of all those involved in this undertaking was to assimilate Indians into
America's social, economic, and religious mainstream. However, by the
opening decade of the twentieth century, these assimilationists had begun
to split into two philosophically opposed parties. The more radical of these
groups held that Indians should be compelled to integrate into American
society without delay, accusing those who temporized on assimilation of
paternalism. Moderates held that assimilation should be a gradual process,
cautioning their more radical kinsmen that attempting to rush Indians from
"savagery" to civilization was not only unrealistic but destructive.
While these parties bickered among themselves regarding the best method
of assimilating Indians, social and political forces were coalescing that would
soon challenge their shared assumptions concerning who Indians were and
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what they ought to become. One of the most influential spokespersons of
these anti-assimilationism forces was John Collier, an educator, social worker,
and political activist whom Franklin D. Roosevelt would eventually name
his Commissioner of Indian Affairs. As commissioner, Collier sought to
transform the goal of U.S. Indian policy from assimilating Indians to revitalizing tribal communities, religions, and values through the passage of a complex piece oflegislation alternatively known as the Wheeler-Howard Act or
Indian Reorganization Act (IRA). Suddenly, radicals and moderates had a
common enemy who made the differences between their respective positions appear comparatively minor.
In his excellent new book, Battle fOT the BIA, David W. Daily describes
the campaign of one of the missionary establishment's most respected members, Gustavus Elmer Emmanuel Lindquist, against Collier's reforms. After
setting forth the historical background and ideological bases of this struggle,
the author depicts how Lindquist skillfully used the financial backing of the
Home Missions Council and his association with other missionary and politicalleaders to hem in Collier's attempts to revolutionize Indian policy.
Among his most important victories was the emasculation of some of the
Wheeler-Howard Act's key provisions concerning land reform and tribal
self-government. The maintenance of a strong missionary influence in federal Indian boarding schools and other Bureau ofIndian Affairs institutions,
despite Collier's attempts to limit church-based participation in these operations, was also a Lindquist triumph.
One of the most fascinating elements of this story is the very mixed reaction of Protestant Indians to Lindquist's anti-Collier campaign. Thus, even
though by the mid-1930s a significant number of Protestant Indians had
developed vested interests in the "melting pot" Americanism that was the
ideological centerpiece of Lindquist's version of assimilationism, many of
them rejected the abrogation of treaty rights and federal protections that
Lindquist had come to espouse toward the end of his career as requisite for
Indian civil rights and political equality.
In addition to providing an excellent history ()f the Lindquist-led crusade
against John Collier, Battle fOT the BIA raises questions concerning the
meaning and possibilities of Indian sovereignty. In both regards it is a significant contribution to the literature.
Ha1lley Markowitz
Washington and Lee University
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Art ofthe Warriors: Rock Art ofthe American Plains, By James D. Keyser. (Salt
Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2004- 128 pp. Halftones, 89 color plates,
6 line drawings, 20 maps, notes. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-8n-1.)
Part of the Le Seuil world rock art series, Art of the Warriors is a largeformat, lavishly illustrated volume. Clear photographs, line drawings, and
maps present the richness of Plains rock art. The majority of the images
examined are pictographs, or paintings on rock, and petroglyphs, or carvings into rock, from the Northern Plains. This is the region in which Keyser
has done most of his work over the past twenty-five years and on which he
has published widely. His new volume brings together various ideas he has
partially explored elsewhere with new observations and recent developments
in the study of rock art, including advances in the ability to more closely
date the enigmatic works.
Keyser attempts to relay the physical locations in which the rock art he
examines have been found. The relationship of the images to their places of
creation and use is vital, although exactly what those relationships are may
never be known. In some cases, however, it is obvious that certain locations,
where eroded sandstone formations exist or major rivers meet, were chosen
because of spiritual associations of place or their accessibility to trade or
transport. Others denote rich areas for hunting or record battles with great
specificity. Animals and humans dominate the art, but many anthropomorphic figures are depicted. As non-Native people and their trade goods entered the Plains, they, too, appeared within rock art.
The author draws upon the previously developed system of classifying rock
art into different categories by proposed date, style, and apparent subject. He
provides a brief historic outline from the archaeological past to the twentieth
century, with the greatest emphasis on the nineteenth century. It was during
this era that much of the battle imagery was undoubtedly recorded; Keyser
argues for the meaning, style, and importance of these works in comparison
to other Plains representational art such as hide painting and drawings on
paper. A significant difference, however, between these art forms is that rock
art was not portable but became a permanent part of a specific location.
Rock art also references ceremonial aspects of Plains life including vision quests, and Keyser explores these as well as apparent fertility images
and abstract carvings and paintings. Using ethnographic analogy and the
direct historic method, Keyser suggests meanings for this more esoteric rock
art based on nineteenth- and twentieth-century Plains beliefs and practices.
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Keyser's volume is an important contribution to the study of world rock
art in general and Plains imagery specifically. Its value lies in Keyser's clear
knowledge of his subject and in the rich illustrations that will widen the
audience for rock art. The volume, however, may be incorrectly titled; it
might better have been Rock Art of the Northern Plains given its almost
exclusive focus on the northern parts of the region. Perhaps another project
will more fully explore the rock art of the Southern Plains.
Joyce M. Szabo
University of New Mexico

Weaving a Legacy: Indian Baskets and the People of Owens Valley, California. By Sharon E. Dean, Peggy S. Ratcheson, Judith W. Finger, Ellen F.
Daus, with Craig D. Bates. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2004xiii + 182 pp. 18 color plates, 180 halftones, maps, chart, appendixes, notes,
bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 0-87480-807-3, $24.95 paper, ISBN 087480-808-1.)
Profusely ill ustrated, Weaving a Legacy is comprised of five chapters and
four appendixes. It features a cornucopia of information guaranteed to thrill
aficionados of California Indian baskets, especially since baskets from this
region lack the attention garnered by more familiar types such as those woven by Pomo or Lower Klamath River Natives.
The first chapter, "Gathering the Willow," begins with geological and
geographical characteristics of the region located in east-central California.
The area was ultimately occupied by the Owens Valley Paiutes who speak a
Mono language of the same name in the Numic branch of the Uto-Aztecan
language family of the Great Basin. The cycle of hunting, gathering, and
trapping varied, depending on seasonal availability of foods. Prior to contact, Paiutes had an eclectic diet that utilized over forty different plant species, fish, waterfowl, and larger game. The people constructed thule-thatched
houses in semi-permane,nt camps, and Paiute women created many types of
twined baskets for specific uses including food gathering, preparation, and
storage. Larger baskets were woven to carry loads or for use as cradleboards.
Chapter 2, "Splitting the Willow," describes the changes that occurred
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries with the arrival of a
succession of outsiders: explorers, miners, the military, ranchers, and farmers.
The Paiutes became increasingly marginalized due to the encroachments on
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and appropriations of their lands and water rights. The newcomers' success
was relatively short lived, however, as Los Angeles appropriated the water
rights, constructed aqueducts, and essentially drained Owens Valley. Paiute
subsistence and wage labor opportunities decreased dramatically, resulting
in widespread impoverishment. During the Depression, the federal government relocated the Paiutes to four reservations in Inyo County, California.
Chapter 3, "Weaving the Willow," surveys the numerous types, styles, designs, shapes, and materials utilized by the Owens Valley Paiutes. A series of
line drawings clearly illustrate various techniques commonly used and, in
conjunction with accompanying descriptions, could be referenced by novices willing to tackle the time-consuming processes. Over a dozen caps, also
woven and worn by Northern Paiute and Panamint Shoshone women, are
depicted. The production of coiled baskets increased due to influences related to the Arts and Crafts Movement. However, made-for-sale baskets were
not as avidly collected, as they lacked complex designs incorporated by several other California groups. The biographies of fifteen basketmakers, some
with photographs, are featured. Several basketmakers served as key consultants for Julian Steward's Ethnography of the Owens Valley Paiute (1933)'
"Treasuring the Willow," chapter 4, features stories and photographs of
Paiute and Anglo collectors, and surveys the role of boosters and dealers such
as George Wharton James and Grace Nicholson. Several narratives reveal
the friendships that developed between basketmakers and their Anglo neighbors or employers. The final chapter, "Replanting the Willow," features a
small coterie of contemporary weavers of Owens Valley, and demarcates the
reasons for the decline in the practice. Its future looks uncertain as lack of
access to appropriate materials and time constraints inhibit the activity.
The first two appendixes record selected flora and fauna of Owens Valley
and known Owens Valley Paiute, Panamint Shoshone, or Mono Lake Paiute/
Yosemite Miwok makers who wove baskets during the heyday. Appendix III
lists ten museums with holdings and provides details related to type, weave,
provenance, and in some cases, the name of the weaver. Appendix IV describes each basket illustrated in the book, and includes the names and
dates of makers and collectors, if known. The endnotes provide useful details that clarify the text, and the bibliography is quite comprehensive.

Weaving a Legacy reveals a fine and fruitful collaboration among the
authors, their Native consultants, museum specialists, and living collectors.
Information gleaned from published and unpublished sources and personal
interviews is effectively integrated, and Paiute terminology is appropriately
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utilized. The only shortcoming of this book concerns the dearth of information linking basketmaking to Paiute cosmology. Such links could be made
based on evidence found both in this book (pp. 6, 35, 88) and in several
works by Julian H. Steward listed in the bibliography (p. 168). Such a framework was effectively used by Sara Hill in Weaving New Worlds: Southeastern Cherokee Women and their Basketry and Ellen Moore's Navajo Beadwork:
Architectures of Light. Weaving a Legacy will be of interest to museologists,
art historians, students of material culture, and Indigenous Studies.
Kathy M'Closkey
University of Windsor

Custer and Me: A Historian's Memoir. By Robert M. Utley. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2004. xii + 253 pp. 35 halftones, maps, bibliography, index. $37.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8061-3638-3.)

Custer and Me is a good title for Robert M. Utley's memoir-not an autobiography, he stipulates, because the volume records his memories and does
not engage in the more rigorous process of checking recall against the record.
It is also a memoir in the sense that it is partial and deals with things that
interest Utley; it is not intended to be comprehensive. The title is appropriate
because it establishes a thread that links a young boy growing up in Indiana in
the late 1930S to the distinguished former chief historian of the National Park
Service who at age seventy-six remains a prolific U.S. West historian.
Utley was smitten with General Custer when he saw Errol Flynn portray
him as a perfect cavalier hero in They Died with Their Boots On, a movie
released in December 1941-just days before Pearl Harbor and America's
entry into World War II. Utley had found a wartime hero, and he scoured
his local library for books. They ranged from Frederick Whittaker's 1876
panegyric A Complete Life of Gen. George A. Custer to Frederic Van de
Water's iconoclastic Glory Hunter, published in 1934 just one year after the
death of the general's widow. Utley was determined to keep the torch lit and
in 1947, as a seventeen-year-old high school student, jumped at the opportunity to spend the summer as a "historical aide" at the Custer Battlefield
National Monument. It was the first of six successive summers at the battlefield under the tutelage of a crusty old Bostonian who had served in the
Seventh Cavalry prior to World War I and who brooked no revisionist nonsense in his superintendence of the Custer shrine. Capt. Edward S. Luce
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taught Utley history as advocacy; beyond lay the deeper waters of disciplined
research and analytical balance.
With history his passion, Utley completed his B.A. at Purdue and abandoned thoughts oflaw school to pursue a master's degree which he received
in 1952 from Indiana University. He would revise and publish his thesis ten
years later as his first book, Custer and the Great Controversy. But plans for
a PhD. were delayed by military service and then permanently derailed
when, as a lieutenant, he was transferred to the History Section, Joint Chiefs
of Staff, launching his career as a public historian. Readers interested in
national issues of historical interpretation and preservation will find much
of interest in the chronicle that follows. Utley's career took him in 1957 to
the National Park Service, where he became chief historian a decade later.
After serving as director of the Office of Archeology and Historic Preservation and deputy executive director of the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, he took early retirement in 1980 to write full-time. By then he had
published what would have been his doctoral dissertation, The Last Days of

the Sioux Nation (1963), and more than a dozen other books and pamphlets,
establishing himself as the leading historian of the frontier military.
Though he was a founding member of the Western History Association
and its first non-academic president, he felt the sting of professional snobbery directed at those without a Ph.D., and this is another recurring motif
in his memoir. Today, having enjoyed great popular success through his
books and on television, as well as a proper measure of academic recognition, he is at peace with himself and happy in a second marriage, to historian Melody Webb, that provides a personal note in what is, after the early,
evocative chapters, mainly a professional record, albeit an engrossing one.
Utley writes prose notable for its precision and clarity, and this book is no
exception. He is deft at characterization, but not given to sustained selfanalysis here. He admits to mistakes, and judges his 1976 address during the
ceremonies marking the centennial of Custer's defeat-a moment of great
tension with Indian protest edging toward violence-as na'ive in its plea to
view past events objectively. After all, his mentor Captain Luce had made
the Little Bighorn battlefield a shrine to Custer's memory. Triumphalism is
out of vogue in Western history today, and Utley has changed with the times.
That said, he does not look back "in contempt or shame" (p. 44) on his
youthful service under Luce. He helped dig graves, fill them in, and played
taps when American soldiers who had fallen in World War II were reburied
at the Custer Battlefield. Luce, in one of the most touching passages in the
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book, remarked that Utley "not only prepared their beds but sang them to
sleep and tucked them in" (p. 29). That image resonates, lending force to
Utley's comment: "We were products of our time and place, reflecting the
larger society. We thought and behaved just as our later critics would have
thought and behaved had they been our contemporaries" (p. 44)' There is a
world of wisdom in that observation: Bob Utley is one historian who understands that the past is a foreign country.
Brian W. Dippie
University of Victoria

Return to Aztlan: A Journey into an Ancestral Past. By Jaime F. Torres. (n.p.:
Xlibris, 2002.584 pp. Halftones, maps, charts, appendixes, bibliography. $33-29
cloth, ISBN 1-4010-6110-9, $22.94 paper, ISBN 1-4°10-6109-5.)
Return to Aztlan by Jaime F. Torres tells the story of the author's ancestors in the Torres and Gallardo families against the sweeping backdrop of
several centuries of Mexican and Mexican American history. The book offers an account of the author's exploration into his genealogy, while linking
that more personal tale with the most noteworthy events of the day. The
approach works very well at times. The family histories illustrate larger issues of race and caste, frontier life during the colonial and early national
periods in Mexico, and the personal impacts of Indian wars, foreign interventions, the hardships of the Revolution, and eventual immigration to the
United States. It is a story that resonates with the larger Mexican experience
'
in that country and the United States.
Based on exhaustive genealogical research in numerous Mexican archives
and the records of the Latter Day Saints, the book is a work of personal
passion that also benefits from extensive use of the most relevant secondary
sources by both Mexican and North American scholars. The author's command of the existing literature is impressive, especially that of Mexican experts in the history of the Mexican North. Certain episodes, like his telling of
the events of the U.S.-Mexican War, blend family and national history well.
There is, however, much time spent recounting the trials and tribulations of
the primary research conducted that adds more length than nuance to the
history being told. The patient reader can gain valuable insight into how major
events impacted actual people, but must sift through other less compelling
anecdotes regarding the researcher's dead-end leads and unresolved familial
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details. When uninterrupted, the historical narrative flows nicely. Other
forays away from the larger chronological story, like those exploring the
meaning and feeling of the corrido (ballad or folksong), or of curanderas
(female healers), reflect the writer's contagious intellectual curiosity. The
reader benefits from these excursions into Mexicanidad.
When the Revolution broke out, the Torres family suffered personal losses,
causing some family members to migrate to El Paso, where the author's
father Jesus found work in an iron and machine company and later became
involved in the founding of a mutual aid society. The story is told with the
love and care of a son and speaks to larger issues of immigration, discrimination, and accommodation; it lends a human face to that period and should
spark interest in readers whose own family histories may resonate with that
of the Torres-Gallardos. Despite segregated schools and ethnic hostilities
that characterized the Texas border regions during the early twentieth century, the family managed to educate the children, and indeed, based largely
on influences at home, Torres developed an interest in mechanics and became an accomplished engineer. In that sense, the book is also about identity formation, and the author's efforts demonstrate the value of this kind of
personal historical exploration that may encourage other Mexican Americans to explore their own heritage.
The book often succeeds in linking personal stories with major historical
moments, but it is also a family history and a good part of its more than four
hundred pages is dedicated to that more personal endeavor. Offering corridos,
photographs, and narrative that cover a wide sweep of time, Retum to Aztlan
manages to develop a sense of continuity that links early Spanish ancestors
to Mexican frontiersmen in a story, like many others, that leads to a Mexican American in present-day California.

Paul Hart
Texas State University

Manifest and Other Destinies: Territorial Fictions ofthe Nineteenth-Century
United States. By Stephanie LeMenager. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press. 2005. viii + 285 pp. Notes, index. $50.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8032-2949-5.)
One of the problems with Henry Nash Smith's classic work, Virgin Land:
The American West as Symbol and Myth (1950), is that the book assumes
that behind the many nineteenth-century texts it examines, there is an
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"American Mind" somehow informing each of them, from James Fenimore
Cooper's literary tales to Frederick Jackson Turner's essays. The book shares
this fault with the consensus histories by Perry Miller, Daniel Boorstin, and
Richard Hofstader. The idea of an American Mind, and its monolithic presumptions, was itself a product of an old narrative habit but was especially a
result of World War II, which had a profoundly nationalizing effect on the
country's two cultures (a la C. P. Snow): the humanities and the sciences.
Following the consensus era, a subsequent group of scholars from the humanities would eventually thoroughly deconstruct the American Mind and
other powerfully heuristic meta abstractions and narratives, including the
famous frontier thesis. These critiques, which focused on objectivity, reason, and even truth itself, whether self-evident or otherwise, were aimed not
only at the work of unreconstructed scholars within the humanities, but at
science itself on epistemological grounds or as ideology. Science was found
complicit in the capitalist conspiracy, started long ago by Francis Bacon, to
commodify the planet. And just as Henry Nash Smith's Virgin Land clearly
was a creation of the consensus rnind, Stephanie LeMenager's Manifest

and Other Destinies: Territorial Fictions of the United States invites comparison with Smith's book in terms of content and organization, and is reflective of postmodernism's transnationalism and French-borrowed theory.
Right from the beginning, LeMenager makes it clear that her literary
West is not Wallace Stegner's, another student of the consensus school.
Stegner's West is determined by such objective criteria as the amount of
annual rainfall (less than twenty inches) and thus can be located, with some
precision, on a map. LeMenager's "pre-West" includes the inland deserts
and buffalo-populated plains, especially the Great American Desert, sailors
and sailing ships on whale-filled oceans, and the Mississippi River and the
old Southwest, which Smith had dismissed as too "southern" (p.

2).

How-

ever, she finds Michel Foucault's "heterotopia" more useful for her purposes than aridity. As she puts it, heterotopia is a "species of counter-site that
Foucault theorized as 'simultaneously mythic and real contestations of the
space in which we live' - in brief, sites that challenge hegemonic spatial
representations and praxes like Manifest Destiny and, in so doing, inspire
revisionist historiography" (p. 4)' Stegner's regionalism has inspired plenty
of new history, of course, including the dust-blown works of Donald Worster.
And if space is a pretty flexible concept for LeMenager, so is time. She
argues that "Washington Irving, Herman Melville, Mark Twain, even James
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Fenimore Cooper were dimly aware of Patricia Nelson Limerick's revisionist assertion that 'the events of Western history represent, not a simple process of territorial expansion, but an array of efforts to wrap the concept of
property around unwieldy objects,'" such as "animal skins, valuable minerals, ocean megafauna, liquor, and captive or enslaved persons" (p. 5). To go
along here, it would seem more likely that Limerick was aware-and not
dimly- of these writers, than the other way around. For postmodernists who
assert (never prove) that texts shape our view of reality rather than reflect
nature in any real sense, the flight of time's arrow is apparently arbitrary and
notions of cause and effect are but unfortunate habits of mind.
Still, LeMenager's ambitious book in which she draws "upon authors
who share a common interest in representing regional environments that
operated as heterotopias, interrupting accepted national histories and forcing reevaluation of what kind of future might develop from the nation's
past" (p. 7), should attract even hoary modernists. These scholars, of course,
also think it is entirely proper for history to discuss the roads not taken as
well as the ones that were; to reflect that once upon a time our antebellum
and postfrontier writers ("postfrontier" because the western frontier appeared
closed on more than one occasion before the Civil War) envisioned multiple destinies that were commercial as well as agricultural, seafaring and
riparian as well as settler-based. In short, the soil-centric national epic of
western expansion reflected but one set of meanings and boundaries entertained by America's early writers; it is well to remember that the nation's
Manifest Destiny was not so manifest after all.
Kevin

1. Fern/und

University of Missouri, St. Louis

Book Notes

Religious Architecture in Hispano New Mexico. By Thomas L. Lucero and
Thomas J. Steele, S.J. (Albuquerque: LPD Press, 2005. 65 pp. Halftones,
line drawings, notes, bibliography, index. $15.95 paper, ISBN 1-890689-40-8.)

Rock Art Savvy: The Responsible Visitor's Guide to Public Sites ofthe Southwest. By Ronald D. Sanders. (Missoula, Mont.: Mountain Press, 2005. 256
pp. 8 maps, chart. $16.00 paper,

ISBN

0-87842-510-0.)

Trading Roles: Gender, Ethnicity, and the Urban Economy in Colonial Potosf.
By Jane E. Mangan. Latin America Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2005. xiii + 277 pp. Halftones, line drawings, maps, tables, appendix, notes, bibliography, index.
$79.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8223-3458-5, $22·95 paper,

ISBN

0-8223-3470-4.)

The Peru Reader: History, Culture, Politics, 2d ed. Edited by Orin Starn,
Carlos Ivan Degregori, and Robin Kirk. The Latin America Readers.
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2005. ix + 582 pp. Halftones, line
drawings, maps, tables, index. $94-95 cloth, ISBN 0-8223-3655-3, $25.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3649-9.)

Capitalism, God, and a Good Cigar: Cuba Enters the Twenty-First Century.
Edited by Lydia Chavez, photographs by Mimi Chakarova. (Durham, N.C.:
Duke University Press, 2005. x + 253 pp. 75 halftones, index. $74.95 cloth,
ISBN 0-8223-3482-8, $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3494-1.)

Do Glaciers Listen?: Local Knowledge, Colonial Encounters, and Social
Imagination. By Julie Cruikshank. Brenda and David McLean Canadian
Studies Series. (Vancouver: UBC Press, 2006. xii + 312 pp. Halftones, line
drawings, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $85.00 cloth, ISBN 0-7748-1186-2,
$25.00 paper, ISBN 0-7748-1187-0.)

The Civilian Conservation Corps: A Bibliography. By Jackie McFadden and
Jean Wells. (Lewiston, N.Y.: Edwin Mellen Press, 2005. 156 pp. Index. $99.95
cloth, ISBN 0-7734-6100-0.)
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How Children Leam: Getting Beyond the Deficit Myth. By Terese Fayden,
forewords by Lilia I. Bartolome and Henry M. Levin. Series in Critical
Narrative. (Boulder, Colo.: Paradigm Publishers, 2005. xviii + 207 pp. Line
drawings, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth, ISBN 1-59451-104-7, $29.95 paper, ISBN 1-59451-105-5.)

News Notes

Grants, Fellowships, and Awards

The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winners of the

2005

Lansing B. Bloom Award: New Mexico Genealogist and Union County His-

torical Society Review. The award is given annually for outstanding publications by institutions of the historical society.
The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winners of the

2005

Gaspar Perez de Villagra Award: William Dunmire for his book, Gardens of

New Spain (University of Texas Press), and John Nieto Phillips for his book,
The Language of Blood (University of New Mexico Press). The award is
given annually for an outstanding publications in the field of history.
The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winners of the

2005

Edgar Lee Hewett Award: Roger K. Burnett of the Historical Society for
Southeast New Mexico. The award is given annually for outstanding service to the public.
The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winners of the

2005

Dorothy Woodward Award: Marc Simmons and Ron Kil for the Children
of the West series (University of New Mexico Press). The award is given
annually for contributions to the field of education.
The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winners of the

2005

Ralph Emerson Twitchell Award: Charles M. Carrillo for his book, Saints
of the Pueblos (LPD Press), and Barbara Vogt Mallery for her book, Bailing
Wire and Gamuza: The True Story of a Family Ranch Near Ramah, New
Mexico (New Mexico Magazine). The award is given annually for significant contributions to the field of history.
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The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winner of the 2005 L.
Bradford Prince Award: Women of the Amistad United Methodist Church
for the renovation of the Brams House, "Little House on the Prairie" in
Amistad. The award is given annually for significant work in the filed of
historic preservation.
The Historical Society of New Mexico announces the winner of the 2005
Fray Francisco Atanasio Dominguez Award: Jon Hunner for his book, Inventing Los Alamos (University of Oklahoma Press). The award is given
annually for historic survey and research.

Calendar of Events
3 June 2006: The 2006 Pikes Peak Regional History Symposium will examine
the life of soldier and explorer Zebulon Montgomery Pike in recognition of
his 1806 travels through the region. The symposium will be held in Colorado
Springs, Colorado. For more information, contact Chris Nicholl, Symposium Co-Chair, Pikes Peak Library District, P.O. Box 1579, Colorado Springs,
CO 80901, email: cnicholl@ppld.org, or visit the website: http://ppld.org.
20

June, 19 September, 24 October 2006: The New Mexico State Library will

hold a lecture series in conjunction with the Palace of the Governors exhibition, "Lasting Impression: The Private Presses of New Mexico." Sallie Bingham
and Jim Smith of Sunstone Press will speak on 20 June; Fr. Thomas Steele,
Charles Carrillo, and Barbe Awalt ofLPD Press will speak on 19 September;
and Cirrelda Snider-Bryan and Joan Logghe of La Alameda Press will speak
on 24 October. The lectures begin at 5:00 PM and are free and open to the
public. The New Mexico State Library is located at 1209 Camino Carlos Rey,
Santa Fe. For more information, call (505) 476-979°.

30 June 2006: Deadline for proposals to the sixteenth annual Navajo Studies
Conference. The conference is held to promote Navajo studies including
the study of the Navajo language, culture, history, and all aspects of Navajo
life. All ideas and research topics are welcome. The conference will be held
at the University of New Mexico, 1-4 November 2006. For more information, contact Mary Alice Tsosie, Conference Coordinator, Indigenous Nations Library Program, University Libraries, MSC05 3020, 1 University of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-0001, phone (505) 277-8922, email:
dineconf@unm.edu.
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2006: Deadline for proposals to the Santa Fe Trail Association 2007
Symposium, "Where the Mountain Branch Crosses the Purgatoire." The

1 August

symposium will be held 21-30 September 2007 in Trinidad, Colorado, at
Trinidad State Junior College. The symposium committee is particularly
interested in topics that reflect the people, places, and events of the Raton
Pass area and Granada-Fort Union Military Freight Route of the Santa Fe
Trail from prehistoric times to 1880. Proposals for speeches, discussions, or
panels should include a cited paper, full contact information, and any other
supporting information. Send proposals to: Faye Gaines, Chair, 2007 Symposium Presentation Committee, HCR 60 Box 67, Springer, NM 87747.
For more information, call (505) 485-2473, or email: fayegaines@yahoo.com.

